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 S ,ACT 

This paper summarizes data generated on two EPA-sponsored programs 
concerned with the development of low-N0 w combustors for high nitrogen 
containing fuels. EPA Contract 68-02-3125 is concerned with N0~ produc- 
tio~ and control from liquid fuels containing significant quantities of 
bound nitrogen. It was found that fuel nitrogen content is the primary 
composition variable affecting fuel NO formation and that emissions from 
both petroleumand alternative liquid fuelscorrelate with total fuel 
nitrogen co,tent. Conditionswere identified which al!owhigh-nitr0gen 
fuels to be burned satisfactorily with minimal NO x emissions. Certain 
coal-derived fuel gases may contain ammonia. Data is presented from a 
series of bench-scale reactors designed to minimize the conversion of 
this ammonia to NO.. Lowest NO. emissions were produced in a rich/lean 
combustor utilizing either a diffusion flame or a catalyst in the fuel- 
rich primary stage. 
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SECTION i 

INTRODUCTION 

ComBustion of liquid fuels derived from petroleum sources accounts for 

a siEnificant fraction of fossil fuel consumption in stationary combustors. 

As petroleum reserves grow smaller, the United States is projected to place 

heavy reliance on coal, the most abundant fossil fuel available, in the 

search for new enerEy supplies. Coal can be burned dizect!y or converted 

into either a liquid or a gaseous fuel. The potential for low sulfur emis- 

sions makes combustion of gasified coal an environmentally attractive alter- 

native to direct-fired coal combustion. However, Iow-Btu coal gases can con- 

rain ammonia concentrations as high as 0.38 percent (!). In a conventional 

combustor, much of this ammonia may he converted to nitrogen oxides resultin=~ 

in siEaifican= pollutant emission: up to 1370 ng/J (3.2 1Bm/106 Btu) for 

full conversion of ~H 3 to NO 2. 

A balanced fuel economy necessitates that in the future many industrial 

users will burn petroleum and coal- or shale-derived liquid fuels. Since 

these liquid fuels have relatively hi=~ nitrogen content and low hydrogen-to- 

carbon ratios, there will be the potential for adverse environmental impact 

due to the increased emission of combustion-generated pollutants unless pre- 

ventative measures are tmken (I-2). The pollutant of major concern in this 

paper is nitrogen oxides (NOx). The paper addresses the impact of switching 

from conventional fuels to alternative gaseous or liquid fuels end of the 

mechanisms of combustion modification techniques used to control NO x emissions. 

Alternative liquid fuels can be broadly classified as those synthesized 

from the products of coal gasification, and those derived directly as liquids. 

The fuels in the first category tend to be clean~ low-Boi!ing-point fuels 

such as alcohols,, and are essentially free from nitrogen and sulfur; thus, 

their impact upon poilutant emissions is minimal. The liquids in the second 

catesory may be compared to crude petroleum oils containing a wide range of 

hydr0carbon compounds with boi!ins points from 300°K to Ereater than 900°K. 

The hound nitrogen content of crude synfue!s is generally hiEher than petro- 

leum etudes, end for many app!ications it might be necessary to upgrade the 

fuel by removin~ the nitrogen. RecoEnizing that a!=ernative liquid fuels 
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contain more boun~d nitrogen than~he petroleum fuels that they would be 

replacing, one key factor in their production is to what exten.t combustion 

modification w~ll allow control of NO x emissions and reduce the necessity 

for substantial denitrification, thereby reducing the cost of synfuels. 

Nitrogen oxides produced during c0mbus~ion emanate from two sources. 

Thermal NO is formed by the fixation of molecular nitrogen and its foz-ma- 

tion rate is strongly dependent upon temperature (3). Fuel NO is formed by 

the oxidation of chemically-bound .nitrogen in the fuel by reactions wi~h a 

weak temperature dependence, but a strong dependende upon oxygen avail- 

ability (4-5-6-7). Thus, those emission control techniques which minimize 

peak flame temperatu2e by the addition of inert diiuents (e.g., cooled recycled 

combustion products or water addition) minimize ~herma! NO formation, hut 

have a minor impact upon fuel NO production. • Staged heat release (staged com- 

bustion) provides ~he most effective NO control technique for nitrogen- 
X 

conta/ninE fuels because fuel NO formation is mainly depender upon "locai 

stoichiometry. It can be accomplished either by separa=in~ the Combustion 

chamber into two zones and dividing the total combustion ~ir into ~go stre=_ms, 

or by appropriate burner design which promotes localized• fuel-rich conditions. 

M-inimizin= ~ fuel NO formation requires the existence of.a fuel-rich 

primary combustion zone to maximize the conversion of fuel nitrogen to 

molecular nitrogen sinci the fate of fuel-bound nimrod=on is stron=~ly con- 

trolled by the reactant stoichiometry. Many stud/es (8-12) have shown that 

under fuel-rich conditions the efficiency of conversion tO N 2 increases 

significantly. Thus, there are ~wo fuel nitrogen reaction paths !eadin~ to 

the production of N 2 or NO, namely: ". 

Path A. Fuel-lean 

\ 

: 1 6 1  

XN + Oxidant ~NO + .,.. 

Path B. Fuel-rich 

;DT + . . . . .  ->.N 2 + . . . .  " "  " "  : 

The bbjective of staged combustion emission control techniques is the pro- 

vision of c0nditi0ns ,which maximize N2 production via Path B." -Two factors of 

practical importance are the •residence time and the s.toi~iometry required to 

maximize N 2 production in. the fuel-rich primary zone. .• : 



If the residence time is insufficient, then the original fuel nitrogen 

species will exist in the gaseous state as some XN compound which can be 

converted to NO in the second-stage heat release zone. The stoichiometry 

required to achieve minimum ~ concentrations at the exit of the primary 

stage will be determined by (!) the rate of evolution of nitrogen species from 

the fuel; (2) the i~evitabie distribution of stoichiometries from fuel-rich 

to fuel-!es~ which occurs because the primary zone is supplied by a diffusion 

flame; and (3) the overall temperature of the primary zone. From equilib- 

rium considerations the total fixed nitroge~ (T~N given by NO + HCI~ + NH3) 

is a miuimum at approximately 65 percent theoretical air with levels less 

than !0 ppm depending upon temperature and fuel C/K ratio. E~haust NO eE/s- 
x 

slots are considerah!y greater than levels predicted by equilibrium, suggest- 

ing the existence of kinetic limitations in the fuel-rich primary stage. 

N0x formation during combustion of alternate fuels is" not we!l-understood; 

• however, recent test results have indicated that replacing a petroleum oil 

with a coal- or shale-derived liquid may result in a major increase in NO 
x 

emissions. Bench-scale experiments (13) have shown that the smoke and com- 

bustion characteristics of the SEC-II coal liquids are equivalent to light oil, 

but uncontrolled N0 x emissions are high due to the 0.8 to !.2 percent N in the 

fuel. Pilot-scale SEC-Ii studies (14-16) have demonstrated that both fuel 

5!ending and staEed comSustion are effective in reducing NO emissions and 
x 

that improved atomization, increased preheat, and increased excess 0 2 increase 

N0x. Full-scale testing ~!7) has confirmed the need for optimized combustion 

modifications. Similar results have also been achieved during bench-scale 

(18) and field tests ~!9) with shale-derived liquids. 
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SECTION 2 

EXPE~U~TAL SYST~S 

The experimental systems used to investigate NO x formatiom from gaseous 

end liquid fuels have been described in detail e!s~here and only a brief 

summary wil! be presented in this paper.• 

LBG GAS STUDIES • 

The apparatus for the bench-scale experiments can be divided into four 

subsystems: LBG supply, modular combustors, sample train and" control systems. 

A simplified schematic of the facility can be seen in Figure i.. 

Synthetic LBG was produced from hot air- premixed with vaporized water 

end heptene passed through a catalytic reformer'.' The reformer was operated 

at pressures between 6.4 and i1.9 atmospheres at a stoichiomet~y, of 45 per- 

cent theoretical air, ~ the richest stoichiometry attainable without excessive 

sooting. The water •acts as a diluent to maintain the maximum catalyst bed 

temperature at around !370°K. The reformer produ=t gas passed 6hr0ugh a 

variable heat exchanger, cooling it to the desired preheat temperature. 

Ammonia and methane are added to trim the gas to the desired fuel nitrogen 

end hydrocarbon content. Toe LBG passed through a see= filter and into a 

valve system, controlling the fraction of the LBG which goes to the comhus- 

tots and the fraction which is bypassed. If none of the gas was bypassed~ 

maximum combustor capacity was 60,000 J/s (200,000 Btu/h.r). 

The combustors consisted of a series of modules with 5 cm (2 in) ID reac- 

tion/flow chambers enclosed in 15 cm (6 in) 0D low-densi~y insulation and 

housed in flanged steel pipe. Primary ignition modules include the catalyst 

and the diffusion flame. Secondary burnout was achieved in the/jet-stirred 
° . 

secondary air injector. P iu E flow modules of vario~ lengths allowed con- 

trol of primary end secondary residence times. The pri~ :ry i~nition modules 

are shown in Figure 2. In the catalyst module, premixed LBG end primary air 

passed through a stainless steel flow straightener/flame arrestor and into 

the graded cell catalyst. The catalyst, supp!ied by Acurex, consisted of 

• t/ireezlrconiahoneycomb monoliths of decreasing cell size, coated With nickel 

oxide. Platinum had been added, to the coating of the upstream monol.ith to 

promote ignition. In the uoncen=ric diffusion flame module, LBG is introduced 
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~hrough a removable fuel tube of variable diameter. Straightened pr~ry 

air passes annu!arly around the fuel tube in the direction of the fuel flow. [ 

Samples are taken in the secondary re=~ion~ through a water-cooled stain- 

less steel probe situated on the center!ine of the flow chamber. The cooling 

water is preheated and the stainless steel sample lines are wrapped with heat 

tape to maintain the sample system above the dewpoint of the exhaust gases. 

The sample stream is throttled to nearly atmospheric pressure. 

LIQUiD-FIRED TUNNEL FURNACE 

The downfired tunnel furnace illustrated in Figure 3 was designed to 

allow utilization of commercially-available spray nozzles~ and yet be capable 

of testJ_ng with artificial atmospheres. This comhustor, which has been de- 

scribed in detail elsewhere (6), was 2.1m 10ngand 20 cm in inside diameter. 

The walls consisted of insulating and high-temperature castab!e refractories • 

and the full-load firing rate was 0.53 cc/sec, which corresponds to a nominal 

hea~ release of 20 kW. A!i airstreams'were metered with precision rotameters. 

The main combustion air was preheated with an electric circulation, heater; the 

atomization air was not preheated. In certain tests the "air" was enriched 

or replaced ~th varying amounts of carbon dioxide, argon, and oxygen, ~ of 

which were supplied from high-pressure cylinders. 

Exhaust concentrations were monitored continuously using a ch~l,,~- 

nescent analyzer for NO and N0x, a NDiE analyzer for CO and C02, end a para- 

magnetic analyzer for 02 . The flue gas was withdrawn from the stack through 

a water-cooled, stainless steel probe using a stainless steel/Teflon sampling 

pump. Sample conditioning prior to the instrumentation consisted of an ice 

bath water condenser and glass wool and Teflon fiber filters. All sample 

lines were 6.3 mm Teflon and all fittings 3!6" sta/nless steel. 

In-flame temperature measurements were made with a standard suction 

pyrometer containing a platinum/rhodium thermocoup!e. In-flame gas samples 

were withdrawn with a long, stainless steel water-quench probe. Ha and NH3" 

were absorbed in a series of wet impingers and concentrations determined 

using specific ion electrodes. Sulfide ion interference was minimized by 

the addition of lead carbonate (20). Hydrocarbons were measured using a water- 

cooled probe, heated sample line, and an FID analyzer. 
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LiQU~ FUELS 

Figure 4 illustrates the wide spectrum of composition for the distillate 

oils (half-filled symbols), heavy petroleum liquids (open symbols), and alter- 

native liquid fuels (solid symbols) investigated to date. The petroleum- 

derived fuels had sulfur contents ranging from 0.2 to 2.22 percent with a 

maximum nitrogen content of 0.86. The "nitrogen content of the alternative 

fuels ran==~-fro~0.2&-t~-2.-5-percent. Table ! lists the complete chemical 

analysis and physical properties of each fuel as determined hy an independent 

laboratory. The shale liquids included crude shale from the Paraho process 

(A3) and four refined products: diesel fuel marine (DFM, A!) residual fuel 

oil (AS), a 520-to-850°F distillation cut (AY)~ and a 5.75/1 medium/heavy 

SEC-II hiend (A6), a heavy SEC-I! dis=iliate (Ag), and an SEC-Ii 5!ende~ with 

the donor solvent (A4). 
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SECTION 3 

RESULTS - LBG GAS 

Encouragimgly low NO x levels have been achieved on the. bench scale 

utilizing a catalytic reactor and a diffusion flame reactor. An effective 

fuel nitrogen-reducing catalyst was identified in laboratory-scale experi- 

ments end the effects of sca~e and stoichiometry were examined in the bench- 

scale experiments. A fuel-lean diffusion flame was identified as an attrac- 

tive !ow-NO x combustor concept in laboratory-scale experiments and effects of 

scale, stoichiometry, hydrocarbon content of the fuel, fuel tube size, press-.~re, 

and primary residence time were examined in the bench-scale experiments. 

Effects of catalyst type on fuel nitrogen processing in LBG combustion 

were exam/ned on the laboratory scale in an unstaged catalytic reactor operated 

at a constant adiabatic flame temperature of l&73°K. Figure 5 shows the variable 

stoichiometry results for two catalysts. The alumina supported platinum cata- 

lyst converted almost all fuel nitrogen to NO x in fuel-lean combusr_ion and had 

a ~ conversion of 40 percent in fuel-rich combustion. At stoichiometries 

richer than 60 percent theoretical air, decreasing NO concentrations were over- 

whelmed by increasing NE3, and H~ concentrations, causing a sharp rise in F~. 

The zirconia supported platinum/nickel oxide ca£a!yst converted 80 percent of 

the fuel nitrogen to NO x in lean combustion, But had very low conversions in 

rich combustion. For a 500ppmNH 3 in LBG dopant level~ less than I0 ppm T~ 

were measured at stbichiometries as rich as 40 percent theoretical air. Tests 

of the platinum/nickel oxide catalyst over a range of adiabatic flame tempera- 

tures (1273-!673°K) and with CH 4 as the fuel yielded similar results. 

A rich/lean series staged platinum/nickel oxide primary catalyUic reactor 

was selected as a potential low NO x condept for bench scale testing. The 

scale-up results were in general a==reement with the laboratory-scale results. 

Figure 6 compares the results of staged combustion of a 500 ppm NH 3 doped LBG 

at t-~o scales: 1200 and 20,000 J/sec (4000 and 70,000 Btu/hr). Each had high 

conversions of NH 3 to NO x in fuel-lean combustion. Minimum conversions occurred 
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in. rich/lean staged combustion when the primary was operated close Zo 

stoichiometric. At a primary stoichiometrY of 90 percent theoretical air, 

the laboratory-scale catalytic reactor converted 8 percent of the input NE 3 

to NO x while the bench-scale combustor had an overa~e conversion of 14 per- 

cent. Conversions in the bench-scale comhustor remained low (less than 18 

percent) over all rich primary s=oichiometries under normal operation; but 

breakthrough occurred if. ~he primary was operated richer than 75 percent 

theoretical air: the temperatures on the walls of the catalyst monoliths 

dropped and the conversion rose sharply. Breakthrough was not observed in 

the iaborato~-scale experiment where the adiabatic flame t~mperature was 

maintained at a constant 1473°K by varying the amount Of nitrogen diluent 

in =he reactants. The undil£ted flame reactor LBG had a hi~r heatin~ 

value (BEY) of 6.7 x I06 J/m 3 (180 Btu/ft39 while ~he HHV of the bench- • 

s  .e-u3G was ouly lO 6 .TI  iSO  tulft3). in c .t  that r s- 

ing the heating~ value oft he gas could extend the operating ranga of the 

Pt/NiO cata!yst~ and that catalyst effectiveness is limited by a threshold 

flame temperature below which breakthrough occurs. 

It is difficult to compare the laboratory and the bench-scale diffusion 

flame combustors. Figure 7 shows ~boratory- and ben~-sca!e results for 

diffusion flame combustion of LBG containing; about 500 ppm ~H 3 ~ud varying • 

amounts of methane. In the unstaged laboratory-scsla experiment~ performed 

at atmospheric pressure in a cold-wall reactor under attached lamlnar-flow 

conditions, the hydrocarbon conten~ of hhe LBG had the most si=~nifican~ 

effect on ~ conversion. Conversions as low as i0 percent were observed 

for combustion of hydrocarbon-free LBG under nearly stoichiometric condi- 

~£ems: ~n~er richer co~£itiens, co zversiG~ i~creased due @r:~arily t~ 

increasing ammonia concentrations. However, under leaner conditions conver- 

sions remained quite low. Similar trends were observed in combustion of 

LBG containing 5 percent methane~ but XN conversion w~S much higher, in 

the staged bench-scale experiment, performed at 8 atmospheres in 'a nearly 

adiabatic combustor under turbulent-flow conditions ~ "effects of hydrocarbon 

content and stoichiometry were not so pronounced. 

The bench-scale flame was not visible and there was no reliable indi- 

Ctor as to whether the flame was attached or lifted. ,However, throughput 

' and tube size ranged from condit/ons where the flame should definitely be 

• 175 . . . .  
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attached to conditions where the flame should definitely be lifted. No sharp 

changes were observed in NO x emissions or in other measured parameters~ indi- 

eating that the attached~lifted transition was not an important factor. This 

agreed with previous variable-throughput laboratory-scale tests of a hydro- 

carbon-containing diffusion flame, where a smooth NO x transition was observed 

as the flame became detached (3). 

Figdre 8 shows the effect.of fuel tube size on XN conversion in the 

bench-scale diffusion flame operated at 8 atmospheres. In constant-pressure 

opera~io n at a fixed stoichiometry , fuel flow and primary residence time 

were independent of fuel tube size~ while Reynolds number was :Lnversely pro- 

portional to the fuel tube I.D., fuel "tube size had. little effect on XN con- 

version in fuel-rich combustion. However, in lean combustion,-increasing" 

tube size (decreasinE Reynolds number) decreased NH 3 conversion to NO x. 

increased tube size also decreased the~ NO x noise level (high frequency con- 

centration fluctuation shown by the error bars in the fiEure), perhaps an 

indication "of flame stahiii~y. 

Fi=~ure 9 shows the effect of pressure on rich/lean and lean diffusion" 

flames, in the bench-scale system, pressure is maintained by passing the 

exhaust gases through a cri~ica!-fiow orifice. For a fixed st0ichiomatry, 

fuel flow and Reynolds number are proportional to pressure while primary" 

residence time is independent of pressure. The staged tests were performed 

at a primary, stoichiometry of about 95 percent theoretical, aig. For low- 

hydrocarbon LBG, NH 3 conversion ~o NO x remained const~rnt at 33 percent over 

pressures ranging from 4 to 8 atmospheres. For L BG containing 2.1 percent 

CH 4, conversions remained constant around 40 percent ~th changing pressure. 

The lean tests were performed at a stoichiomet~ of about 150 percent theo- 

retical air. Noise levels were higher than in the staged case. Conversions 

increased slightly with increasing pressure in low hydrocarbon combustion. 

Little change in conversion was seen ~rith Changing pressure for the 2.1 per- 

cent CH 4 LBG. .. 

Primary residence time appeared to have the most pronounced affect 

on X~ conversion in a staged diffusion flame. Residence time was varied at 

constant pressure by changing the pressure, control orifice: size. in constant- 

pressure operation at a fixed stoichiometry, fuel flow ~d Reynolds number 

Wer e inversely proportionel to pr~nary residence time. Figure lO shows XN 
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conversion with primary stoichiometry for two different primary residence 

times. Using a large pressure-control orifice, a pressure Of 8 atmospheres 

was achieved a t f u e l - t u b e   e olds n= ers r o u n d  40,000 r e s i -  

dence times around 120 msec. A minimum ~ conversion of 34 percent was 

observed at a primary stoichiome=ry around 90 percent theoretical air. Using 

a smaller pressure control orifice, a. pressure of 8 atmospheres was achieved 

--at-_fue!~tuhe Eeynolds numbers around 20,000 and primary residence £imes 

around 250 msec. A minimum ~ conversion of about 22 percent Was observed 

at a primary stoichiometry around 90 percent theoretical air. For a 553-ppm- 

doped LBG burned out ~o 150 percent theoretical air, this XN minimum corr_es- 

ponded to a NO x concentration of !00 ppm.. 

Figure i! shows NO x concentration as a function of~H 3 in the LBG for 

rich/lean staged combustion in a diffusion flame and in a platinum/nickel 

oxide catalytic csmhustor. For both the catalytic and the diffusion-flame 

combustors, NO x emissions increased wZth increasing fuel nirr0gen content, 

bun the increase in NO x was. much less than proportional to. the increase in 

fuel nitrcsen content. The 3/80D tube diffusion flames operated at a pri- 

mary stoichiometry of 76 percent theoretical air and a Pressure of 4.4 atmo- 

spheres, converted 40 percent of i~s fuel nitrogen to NO x atl 553-.ppm lqH 3 in 

the LBG and had conversions of only ll percent at a 3800_ppm doping level. 

2he catalyst, operated at a primary stoichiometry of 80 percent theoretical 

air and a pressure of 2.4 atmospheres, had XN conversions of 16 percent at 

the low NH 3 doping level add 6 percent at the high doping level. Similar 

trends, but hi~er NO x Concentrations, were observed for both combustors in 

fuel-lean combustion. 
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SECTION 4 

LIQUID FUEL -EXCESS AIR RESULTS 

PETROLEUM LIQUIDS 

To define the influence of fuel composition on total and fuel NO emis- 
x 

sioms, each oil was tested under similar conditions in the tunnel furnace. 

Fuel NO formation was determined By substitution of the combustion ~r with x 
a mixture of argon, oxygen, and• carbon dioxide. The argon replaced ~he nitro- 

gem, thereby eliminating thermal NO x formation and the CO 2 provided the proper 

heat capacity so ~hat flame temperatures were matched. Tbtal and fuel NO 
x 

emissions were measured with an air preheat level of 405 +__5°K ~d an atomiza- 

tion pressure of 15 psig. Figure 12 presents a Composite plot for total and 

fuel NO (defi~ed By argon substitution) as a fumction of weight percent x 

• nitroge~ in the fuel for a Wide range of petroleum and blended distillate 

fuels. In Figure 12 the various symbols represent different b~e fuels (see 

Table i for symbol key). Those symbols shown with a line refer to distillate 

or residual fuels doped wit~ pyridine or thiophene. It can be seen that both 

total and fuel NO x fncrease with increasing fuel nitrogen content~ and that 

total fuel nitrogen level is the dominant factor controlling fuel NO. for-ma- 
x 

tion in this system. -me form of the nitroge~ does not appear to sig~ifi- 

ceetly influence fuel NO formation under excess air conditions, as doping 

with a volatile ~itrogan compound (pyridime) resulted in NO emission similar 
x 

to =ha= from a less vo~latile residual oil of the same nitrogen •content. Since 

Me data is for a system where very fine oil droplets (approximately 25 micron 

mean diameter) are weal-dispersed in =he oxidizer under hot fuel-lea~ con~- 

tioms, it is no~ surprising that fuel NO x emissions are somewhat higher thee 

those achieved in prac=ica! systems. 
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ALTERNATIVE FUELS 

Figure 13 presents a composite plot of total and fuel NO for the range 
X 

of petroleum fuels together with alternat.ive fuels and mixtures. The Paraho 

shale was mixed with the same low sulfur oil used by Mansour (19). Synthoil 

mould not be pumped without blending and the results presented in Figure 4 

refer to 80 and 90 percent Synthoi! blends With distillate oil. The SRC-!i 

blend refers to a mixture of SEC-Ii and the donor solvent. Under the con- 

ditions tested: fuel NO x emissions increase approximately linearly With 

increasing fuel nitrogen and it can be seen that the fate Of fuel nitrogen 

in alternative fuels is similar to that in petroleum-derived fuels. Figure 14 

presents the fuel NO data plotted as a percentage of the fuel nitrogen con- 
X 

vetted to fuel NO x. For low fuel nitrogen contents, the conversion decreases 

rapidly (from greater than 90 percent) as fuel N increases. Eventually, 

however, the conversion becomes almost independent of fuel nitrogen content; 

hence, the linear dependence skown in Figure 13. 

The absolute level of the fuel N conversion can be influenced by alter- 

ing the fuel/air contacting ~d/or the fuel atomization (2), but the results 

obtained in this study suggest that fuel nitrogen is the only first-order 

fuel composition parameter controlling NO formation in fuel-lean flames. This 
X 

conclusion applies to petroleum-,, coai--~ and shale-derived liquid fuels. How- 

ever, there appear to be second-order effects where the vo!ati!ity of the fuel 

nitrogen compound does have an influence upon fuel NO formation. Comparison 
X 

of the data for the fuels with fuel nitrogen content of approximately 0.24 per- 

cent indicates that the highest conversion is achieved with a shale-derived 

distillate fuel with a large volatile nitrogen fraction. 
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SECTION 5 

LIQUID FUELS STAGED COMBUSTION RESULTS 

POTENTIAL FOR NO X CONTROL 

Staged combustion, i.e., the operation of a combustion system in which 

the fuel ori=~ina!!y Burns umder oxygen-deficient conditions, provides the 

mos~ cost-effective control techniques established to data for reducing fuel 

NO x. Fi=~/re !5 skc~s the i~fluemce of primary zone stoichiometric ratio on 

total N0 x emissioms for two coal, derived and ~wo shale-derived liquids under 

staged comhueti~ conditions and 3 percent overall excess 0 2. All the data 

in Figure 15 were obtained in the tunnel furnace with ultrasomic atomization 

and with a first-stage residence time of approximately 800 ms. AS the primary 

zone Becomes more fuel-rich, NO x emissions decrease dramatically to a m~=~ 

and then increase again. This trend is in agreement with previously-reported 

data on petroleum fuels (21). 

FUEL CHEMISTRY 

First Sta~e Stoichiometr 7 

in a~ effort to hatter understand the mechanisms of NO formation u~der 

staged combustion conditions, the origimal furnace was modified to allow is- 

flame sampli~ of the XN (~O~ KGN, NH3) species amd eeo!i~ of the first-stage 

and/or saeon4-s=age combustion products, as illustrated in Fi=~/re 16. A "radia- 

tion shield" (choke) was installed =ear the top of the furaace to ~IzW~mize 

the effects of downstream changes on the fuel vaporizatio~ zone. A secondary 

air injection ring and cast refractory choke were installed at 41 in. to insure 

isolation of the first stage. Yariable cooling was achieved 5y imsertion of 

multiple staimless steel water-cooling coils. 

Figures !7, 18, and!9 show typical results of the detailed in-flame measure- 

ments made at the exit of the first stage for a distillate oil (Di-A!askau 
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diesel), a high nitrogen residual oil (&-!4-Kern County, California) and an 

native liquid fuel (AS-+850°F shale fraction). These measurements wer~ made 

on the centerline of the furnace at a distance of !04 ¢m (approximately 

630 msec) from the oil nozzle. Detailed radial measurements indicated that 

the concentration profile was essentially uniform at this location. All of 

the in-f!ame data are reported on a dry, as-measured basis. ~ter each 

in-flame measurement, second-stage air was added at 107 cm and exhaust NO 
x 

measurements were also made (shown on a dry, 0% 02 basis), in general, 

decreasing the first-stage stoichiomatric ratio reduced the NO concentration 

leaving the first stage. However, below a stoichiometric ratio of approxi- 

mately 0.8 significant amounts of NH 3 and HCN were measured. Thus, there 

exists a minimum in exhaust NO x concentrations becanse of a competition 

between decreased first-stage NO and increase4 oxidizable nitroge~ species 

such as HCN. Figures 18 and 19 indicate that the petroleum-derived oil 40.83 

percent N) and the heavy shale liquid (2.49 percent N) produce large =mo~s 

of Ha. in addition~ both fuels exhibited a minimum in T~N at a first-stage 

stoichiometry of approximately 0.8. 

Data for the Alaskan diesel oil (Fibre 17)also show the presence of 

much smaller but significant concentrations of H6~ and NH3, although this 

fuel is essentially nitrogen-free. Total conversion of the fuel nitrogen 

would produce 21 ppm T~N at SE1--0.7. This confirms previous work (10-12) 

which demonstrated that reactions involving hydrocarbon fragments and N 2 or 

NO can produce HCN. 

Hydrocarbons 

The rapid increase in HCN concentration below S~--O. 8 was accompanied by 

an increase in hydrocarbon content of the partially oxidized combustion prod- 

ucts. FiEure 20 summarizes the in-flame hydrocarbon measurements for the 

Alaskan Diesel (DI), three petroleum-derived residual oils (Indonesian-K4, 

Alaskan-E9, Kern County-E14), three alternative liquids (SRC-!I heavy dis- 

tiilate-A9, crude sha!e-A3, heavy shale fraction-A8) and methane containing 

0.75 weiEht percent nitrogen as NH 3 ~ )o Hydrocarbon concentrations correlate 

well on the Basis of first-staEe stoichiometry. At very low stoichiometric 

ratios the distillate oil (~) and CH4/NH 3 produced sligh=ly higher hydrocarbon 

concentrations than the heavier liquid fuels. 
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~"q Distribution 

Figure/ 21 shows typical results on the percentage of the original fuel 

nitrogen existing as either NO, NH 3 or HCN at various stoichiometric ratios 

for four fuels. Above SRi=0.8 , NO was the dominant T~N species~ at lower 

stoichiometries HCN dominated with all fuels tested except the CH4/NE 3 . 

Axial profiles with the liquid fuels indicate that near SEI--0.8 , signifi- 

cant amounts of NH 3 may be formed early in the rich zone but they decay" 

rapidly. These data are in strong contrast to similar results obtained with 

pulverized coal (20) which indicate that the preferred T~ species is a 

strong function of coal composition. 

In general, both the alternate and petroleum-derived liquid fuels 

behaved very similarly with the exception of the Kern County, California 

crude (El&.). it produced less HCN under rich conditions, and this tendency 

cannot be readily associated with common fuel properties. Hydrocarbon and 

nitrogen distillation data indicated that in terms of equilibrium volatile 

evolution the Kern County fuel is intermediate among the liquids tested. 

The Indonesian oil was the liEktest of the liquid fuels and it produced the 

highest T~N concentration at the m/m/mum (S~=0.8). 

SECOND-STAGE NO X FO~ION 

Exhaust NO x emissions in a staged combustor result from conversion of 

Ti~ exiting the first stage and any thermal N% production during burnout. 

Thermal NO x production was not considered to be significant in this study 

because chanEes in heat extraction in the burnout region had almost no effect 

on final emissions. FiEure 22 shows exhaust NO emissions as a function of x 

total fixed nitrogen in the first stage at stoichiometries between 0.5 and 

0.8 for all fuels. The form of this correlation can be compared with that 

presented in Figure II for excess air conditions since the second stage burnout 

can be considered an excess air flame. Exhaust emissions increase with 

increasinE oxidizah!e nitrogen content, but the conversion efficiency 

decreases as--~~bncentration increases. There are three possible 

explanations for the data scatter~ho~n in FiEure 22: (i) T~ is not indi- 

cative of the oxidizable nitrogen compounds that are leavin=~ the first stage; 

(2) T~ conversion in the burnout zone is dependent upon the form of the T~; 
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and (3) TFN conversion is alsodependent upon the oxidation of the partial 

products of combustion at the exit of the fuel-rich zone. 

iMPACY O~ THEEMAL ENVIRONMENT 

The T~q~ concentrations show-a in Figure 21 are in excess of equilibrium 

levels and Sarofimand co'workers (25) havesuggested that increasing the 

temperature of the primary zone would prove beneficial. The results presented 

in Figure 23 were obtainedwith the •shale crude (Aq) to demonstrate the im=act 

of first- and second-stage hea~ removel on the fate of fuel nitrogen. Fig- 

ure 23a indicates that adding the radiation shie!dwith cooling Coils in both 

the first- and second-stage (hence, increasing the temperature of the Vapori- 

zation zone) reduced the minimumN%emissions and shifted the?ptimum stoi- 

chiometrymore fuel-rich. FiEure23b shows that removing the water cooling 

coils from the first stage reduced the exhaust emissions. Eemoving the second 

stage coils did not a!tlr the minimum level; however, it did shift the minimum' 

SE more fuel-rlch. Thus, the optimum thermal environment.has K high tempera- 

ture vaporization zones a hot, rich ho!d-upzone~ and a cooled second stage 

(Figure 23c). 

The axial profiles(22) provide an explanation for this shift in the 

minimum emission levels. Heat extraction in t~e first Stage impacts the 

rate of decay of T~N. Under cold conditions , bo~hNO and HCN essentially 

freez e, whereas without heat extraction the initial rate 0f decay for 

-three•species is much faster leading to !o~T~ concentrations attheexit 

of the fuel-rlch first stage. It should be noted thai'heat extraction-also 

affects ~e rate of CO oxidation. 
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SECTION 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

A rich/lean series staged combustor with a platinum/nickel oxide primary 

was the most promising low-NO x combustor investigat.ed with LBG. it had low conver- 

sions of fuel nitrogen to NO over a wide range of fuel-rich primary stoichiometries. 
X " 

Thus, it could be operated rich enough to maintain the adiabatic' flame tempera- 

ture relatively cool, prolonging the life of the catalyst. However, catelyst 

coated cermmics are often short-lived due to loss of activity of the coating 

and structural problems of the support caused by thermal shock. During the 

course of the bench-scale experiments there was a great change in the appearance 

of the Pt/NiO catalyst, i green coating formed on the surface. Also, ~he zirccnia 

honeycombs became quite fragile after repeated thermal cycling, especially Lhe 

fine-cell do~mstream monolith which was almost completely destroyed in the final 

experiments. Further investigation is necessary Of catalyst aging and of pressure 

and ~/Iroughpu= effects under optimized combustor conditions before a catalytic 

combus=or could be considered a serious Candidate for a gas turbine combustOr. 

A rich/lean series staged combustor with a diffusion fiame primary also 

had low conversions of fuel nitrogen to NO x. Primary stoichiometry and residence 

time had the most significant effects on fuel nitrogen conversion. Minimum NO x 

emissions were achieved at primary stoichiometries around 90 percent theoretical -" a!r 

for long primary residence times (250 msec or longer). Pressure and Reynolds 

number had little effect on N0 x in a staged diffusion flame, while an :increase 

in the hydrocarbon content of the LBG caused a slight increase in NO x emissions. 

Combustion of a hydrocarbon-free LBG was no~ tested on the bench scale, but 

laboratory-scale tests indicated that the absence of hydrocarbons in the fuel 

could cause a significant reduction in NO x emissions. 

A lean unstaged diffusion flame produced higher NO x emissions than the 

rich/lean staged diffusion flame. However, because of its simplicity , it 

remains an attractive low NO x combustbr concept The infl~ence of Reynolds 

number on NO x levels in the lean flame suggests that NO x emissions could be 

lowered by utilizing larger fuel tubes, 

by the staged diffusion flame. 

perhaps approaching the levels achieved 

201 . . . .  
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it is planned to investigate other combustor configurations including a 

premixed backm~xed simulated s~irred reactor and a comhin~tioK diffusion flame/ 

catalyst hybrid combusKor. The zero dimensional stirred reactor is easy to 

model, it will provide experimental feedback for the fuel nitrogen processing 

kinetics code to be used in future prototype combustor design. The hybrid 

system will input low ZXN containing fuel-rich diffusion-flame exhaust into a 

Pt/Ni0 cleanup catalyst prior to secondary burnout. 

The results of ~he bench-scale studies on the influence of liquid fuel 

properties and thermal environment on NO x formation indicate that: 

• With liquid fue!s~ fuel nitrogen content is the primary Composi- 

tion variab!e affecting fuel NO formation. NO emissious increase 
x 

%-ith increasing fuel nitrogen. Alternative liquid fuels correlate 

with the high-uitroEen petroleum oils. 

• Staged combustion dramatically reduces both fuel and thermai 

NO formation. Minimum emissions occur at a primary zone 
x 

stoichiometric ratio betwe=_n 0.75 and 0.85 depending on the 

combustion conditions. 

6 First-stage stoichiometry determines the dominant T~N species. 

Below SEI-~.8 HCN is the dominant species, and above S~=0.8, NO 

is the dominant species. NE 3 concentrations at the first-stage 

exit generally accounted for less than 20 percent of the fuel nitrogen. 

Q Exhaust N% emissions are directly related to theT~N concentra- 

tion at the first-sta~e exit. NO control for high-nitrogen fuels 
x 

is most effective when a rich primary zone is held at an optimum 

stuichiometry to minimize the T~N concentration~ This concentration 

is further minimized by increasing the temperature of the fuel-rich 

Z o n e .  
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Figure 24 summarizes the impact of fuel-bound nitrogen Content on mini- 

mum emissions observed under staged combustion conditions and the associated 

T~. Under optimum staged conditions NO x emissions (and T~) correlate well 

wi~h total fuel nitrogen content. Only the SEC-Ii hea~ distillate (i) 

exhibited unusually high emissions and this was the direct result of a high 

T~q yield. These results suggest =hat NO x emissions resulting from the com- 

bustion of coal- or shale-derived liquid fuels c/n be contro!led in a cost- 

effective manner by modification to the combustion process. Low-NO combus- 
X 

tots can be designed which are tolerant to wide ranges in fuel-bound nitrogen 

content. Thus, the production of alternate fuels should be optimized %~thout 

regard for the reduction of fuel nitrogen content as a method of controlling 

NO emissions from• stationary sources. 
X 
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PROBLEM-ORIENTED REPORT~ 

UTILIZATION OF SYNTHETIC FUELS: 
AN ENVIRONMENTAL PERSPECTIVE 

E.M. Bohn, J.E. Cotter, J.O. Cowles, 
J. Dadiani, R.S. lyer, J.M. Oyster 

TRW 
Energy Systems Planning Division 

8301 Greensboro Drive 
McLean, VA. 22102 

ABSTRACT 

This paper discusses the potential environmental problems arising 
from the refining, transportation, storage and ut i l i za t ion of fuels 
produced by a synthetic fuels industry. Scenarios defining possible 
build-up rates for synfuel products from oi l  shale and coal conversion 
are developed to scope the magnitude of potential exposures. The 
market infrastructure for the use of these products is examined and 
the potential public health risks during the handling, transportation 
and ut i l i za t ion of these synfuel products is evaluated. Significant 
issues regarding environmental impacts and the need for regulatory 
attention are discussed. 
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SUMMARY 

~ . .  . .  

PLANNING FOR SY~UELSUTILIZATION MUST BEGIN NOW 

This document is apreliminary overview intended to broadly sketch out 
the essential facts of interest to EPAabout the uti l izationof synfuels 
and their potential environmental.impacts. It is also intended to present 
an overall-environmental perspective.. A •Final Environmental Market 
Analysis Reportw!ll be developedwith the purpose of analyzing specific 

areas of relevance to EPA in greater depth and noting possible EPA 
activities .for mitigating potential environmental impacts of synfuels. 

EPA is currently sponsoring projects focussed on the environmental 
aspects of coal and:shale conversion processes, This document deals more 
with the fate of synthetic fuel products after they leave "the plant gate, 

Future work will be concerned in more-detail with the. estimated national 
flow. rates and. paths of such products-and byproducts, their hazards to- 
human health, and the risks of publicexposure to these synthetic fuels. 

In carrying out its mission of preservingthe quality, of our natural 
environment, EPA has the responsibility to keep fully abreastof synthetic 
fuel develo~nents because a reasoned approach to dealing with the 
environmental impacts of a synfuels industry requires accurate knowledge 
about, current, synfuels processes and commercial .applications... 

current trends'in the internatienaT energy situation are rapidly-. 
increasing the probability that a domestic synthetic, fuels"industry will 
emerge in the-lgSOs. Because government incentives, and private ventures in 
the synfuel arena are burgeoning in response to-soaring world oil prices 
and decreasing rel iabil ity of oil imports , "forecasters are now projecting 
earlier start dates,, faster gro~h rates, and larger uitimate sizes for ~ 
such an industry. . ' . ,  

" Several synfuel technologies are underconsideration for commercial 
production, A wide. rangeof synfuel products are expected to .be produced 

•andtheywill be u~ilized in abroad categoryof.end uses(reference Table 
I ) .  Synfuels, products ~ will mostlikely be used largelyas transportation 
fuel, including gasoline anddiesel fuel.fromrefined Shaleoil and coal 
conversion processesand jet fuel from •refined shaleoil. Util ity and 
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industrial boilers, will ,utilize the fuel oils produced fromcoal liquids, 
High-, medium-, ,a~d ,low-Btu gases from coal will find use in commercial, . 

residential, and~ industrial, heating •applications. The products from most 
synfuel processesiwill be used as chemical feedstocks in •a largevariety of, 
industries. 

The national environmental impacts of. a large-scale Synfuels industry 
could .be significant. The environmental concerns of end use, including 

handling and. transport, wil l  have to be invesi:igated in detail .. Since 
there is limited information concerning the.end-use • exposure effects of 
synthetic fuel products and by-products, the nature of these future impacts 
is largely speculative,• In fact= since synthetic fu'el technology is highly 

evolutionary,-even the composition and amounts of future industrial 
• synthetic.fuel • pr~uctsand by-products are not well known. 

In this report-. the term synfuel product refers: to primary products of 
"the synfuel industry such as gasoline, high-, medium-,, and low-Btu gas, 

. whereas the term by-product has. been used tO identify secondary useful 
products that are likelY to be produc .~ from synfuels such as. plastics, 
solvents, varnishes, and fertilizers, 

• • • . ,  . . 

, .  
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A SYNFUEL INDUSTRY IS EMERGING 

INCENTIVES FOR SYNFUEL DEVELOPMENT ARE HERE 

The primary• incentive for synfuels development is the imbalanc~ 

between domestic supply and demand for petroleum liquids and natural gas. 

The long-term decline in domestic oil production coupled with increased 

demand has resulted in a level of oil imports of 9 million barrels per day 
(I~PD) of oil or about 50 percent of U.S. consumption, The proven dcmes- 

t ic  reserves of natural gas are also declining and demand is now being met 

with increasingly higher priced supplies. 

A substantial market for liquid synthetic fuel products and chemical 
feedstocks is expected by 1990. A recent analysis concludes that about 2.9 

Quads of energy or about 1,5 MMBPD wi l l  have to be supplied from synthetic 
l iquid fuels (reference Table Z). As indicated in th is analysis, use of 

synfuels is expected to be heavily directed toward transportation. Industry 

concern over potential interruptions in gas supplies has provided the 

incentive to develop coal gasification processes to supplement current gas 

supplies and for use as chemical feedstocks. 

I t  is these considerations,, along with the uncertainty inherent in the 

import supplies and the increasing problem of balance of payments, that ncw 

provide the impetus for  Federal support for synfuel s development.• Recent 
Federal action creating the Synthetic Fuels Corporation (SFC) is aimed at 

alleviating some of the factors that to-date have discouraged development. 
The goal of the SFC, with authorized funds for loan guarantees, cooperative 

agreements, and price supports, is to reduce and share the investment risk 
of establ i shi ng a commercial synfuel s industry. 

Now, as the U,S. synfuels industry is a developing reali ty, the EPA 
wil l  need to in i t ia te close, coordination with the SFC. As £PA takes tI~ 

lead in r.egulatory approvals,, other regulatory agencies wil l  be encouraged 
to participate. A well organized, coordinated approach on the part of all 

Federal agencies w i l l  be viewed as an added incentive by the developing 

synfuel s i n d u s t r y .  ,. 
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Table 2. Anticipated Liquid Fuel Products Demand in t990 a~ 

Gasoline • 

J e t  Fuel 

Kerosene 

Heating Oils 

Residual " 

Asphalt 

Misc. Product 

LPG • 

Supplied to 
• Consun~rs 

Quads 
- ~  

2.1 

0 . 3 ,  

6 . 4  

3 . 2  

1 . 0 1  

Z . ¢  

0 . T  

3 0 . 3  

Petroleum ~ 
•Supplies_. 

Quads " 

-12,T -.~ . 

1 .8  

0.3 

5.7~ 

3..2 

1.0 

Z.O 

.0.7 

~27.4  " 

SFnfuels 
Quads 

0.3 

o 

0.7 

o 

0.~. 

2.9 

a .Coal Techno] ogY Market Analysis,,.:F, SCOE, January Igso. • Assu~s 
U.S. refineries will • operate with the same mix as i978r " 

b Z quad[yr = 0.5 MMBPD • =:. 

SYIWUELS UHDER COi~SIDERATION 

The term "synfuels" has become-synonymous with any combustible 
n o r i p e t r o l e ~  f u e l •  s o u s e  - which may • i n c l u d e . c o a l " a n d  s h a l e - d e r i v e d  f u e t s  

and feedstocks as well as those derived from •agricultural products such as 

grain, wood •, and cellulose, However; industry has bec~me.4ncreasingly " more 
interested in synfuel technologies with products •that are easilysubsti- 

tuted, in a marketing and utilizat.ion" sen sG, for petrole~ and natural gas; 
• These. synfuel . technol ogi es are those relati ng .to coa l-,"and i shal e-deri ved 

products. • The., fol.lo~ving di scussion is iI imited"on]y to these.products. 
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OIL SHALE RETORTING TECHNOLOGY IN HIGH GEAR 

SHALE OIL MAY BE FIRST SYNFUEL TO ENTER THE MARKET AS A PETROLEIJM 
REPLACEMENT 

As a direct substitute for large volumes of liquid fuels, oil shale 

technology is perhaps closest to co~ercialization in the U.S. Several 

consortia and companies with established shale oil projects have been 

engaged in the development of shale oil technology for some time. 

(reference Table 3). These projects are all located in prime shale areas 

of Colorado and Utah. 

Many technologies are being developed and tested which are aimed at 

extracting kerogen, a waxy organic material, from shale. Most involve 

heating shale to about 480°C and pyrolyzing the kerogen into a viscous 

liquid called shale o i l .  They di f fer in the manner in which this heating 

process is accomplished; surface retorting, in situ retorting, or modified 

in situ retorting. 

In surface retort ing, oi l  shale is mined, crushed to the proper size 
and then fed to a large kiln for heating. Several surface retorting 

processes are under development and they differ primarily in the heating 

method employed. Internal-combustion retorting heats shale by the circu- 

lation of hot gases that are produced inside the retort by the combustion 
of residual carbons in the shale. Gas-cycle retorts used by Union Oil heat 

the shale by circulating externally heated fluids. No combustion occurs 

inside the retort. In solid-heat-carrier retorting, shale is mixed with 

hot solids that are heated outside the retort and cycled through the shale. 
TOSCO I I  is an example of this method, using ceramic balls as the heat 

carrier. 

In situ ~ retorting pyrolyzes oil shale while i t  is s t i l l  in the ground. 

The shale bed is ignited and sustained by injecti:on wells, the shale is 

pyrolyzed, and the oil produced is pumped out of the retort volume through 
a productionwell. The spent shale remains in place. For successful in 

situ retorting, the shale bed must be made permeable to the flow of heat 

and product oi l ;  various techniques of bed leaching or fracturing are 

employed. The dif f icul ty Of creating a permeableshale bed has led to the 

development of modified in situ processes. Vertical modified in situ 
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(VMIS) retorting removes a portion of the shale from the bottom of the 

deposit and fractures the remaining shale to create a chimney of shale 

rubble. The shale is retorted in this chimney from top to bottom. 

Occidental Oil Company has been testing VMIS retorting on shales at Logan 

Wash and Piceance Creek Basin in Colorado. Horizontal modified in situ 
retorting l i f t s  the overburden in some cases, and fractures the shale seem 

to retort the shale from side to side. Geokinetics, Inc. is developing 

this technique in Utah. 

The technology for surface retorting is more advanced than in situ 
retorting. Process variables are easier to monitor and control in above 

ground retorts .than in underground retorts. However, large-scale 

commercial surface retorting requires large-scale oil shale mining, 

hauling, and crushing; and Targe-scale disposal of spent shale, It  is also 

limited ~ to that portion of the shale resources that is mineable. In situ 

retorting without mining is applicable to a greater variety of shaTe beds, 

andeliminates the requirements for handling, crushing, and spent shale 

disposal. Attempts to demonstrate this technology have identified many 
development probl~ms. Modified in situ processes present a compromise, 

requiring some mining and handling, but offering more process control and 

easier development. 

The crude shale oil produced by retorting will be upgraded by further 

processing. This upgraded shale oi l ,  or syncrude, will be used as a 

refinery feedstock or boiler fuel. I t  is well suited for refining into 
middle dist i l late fueTs. I f  hydrocracking is 'chosen for the refining 

process, the yield and range of products is particularly desirable: motor 
gasoline - 17 percent; jet  fuel - 20 percent; diesel fuel - 54 percent; 

and residual s -  9 percent. 

Several oil shale projects,, with identified participants, plan to 
begin operation during the 1980s. The technologies, which are proprietary 

in many cases, appear to be sufficiently mature to move ahead to 

commercialization. Several retorts have been successfully operated by 

Geokinetics, Inc., Occidental Oil, Paraho, Union, and TOSCO. Colony, Union 
Oil, and Occidental Oil have announced plans to begin commercial 

development in 1980. All technologies have been demonstrated at pilot 

scale or larger. 
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BOTH DIRECT AND INDIRECT ROUTES TO COAL LIQUIDS ARE AVAILABLE 

DEMONSTRATION AND FULL-SCALE UNITSARE BEINGENGINEERED 

Coal, hydrogen, and a coal-derived oil are mixed.at high temperature 
and. pressure to accomplish direct liquefaction, Under these conditions, 
.the coal decomposes,, and the fragments reactwith hydrogento form addi- 

tional derived dil,. which is separated from the.unreactedsolids and 
further refined to produce usable liquid • fuels; Indirect liquefaction 

processes react the coal with oxygen and steam in a gasifier to produce a 
sYnthesis gas comppsed mainly of carbon monoxide,, carbon dioxide, and. 

hydrogen. After the carbon dioxide and other • fmpuri~ies are removed from 
the gas, ~he carbon.monoxide and hydrogen; are chemica!ly combined in a 

catalytic reactor, to produce, liquid products for use as chemical feedstocks 
or liquid, fuels,.. 

There ar~-three major direct, coaT. liquefaction processes currently 
undergoing development: SRC II ,  Exxon Donor Solvent (EDS), and H-Coal 
(reference Table 4.), These processes differ mainlyin"the-manner in which.  
the. hydrogen is made to react with coal fragments to produce the unrefined 

coal liquids. :In the SRC II:process,the coal feed and hydrogen are mixed 
With .a. processrecycle stream that containsunreacted coalash aswell-as 
coal-derived Oil, ..The ironpYrite in the'unreacted ash catalyzes .the. 
reaction ,between the coal fragments and hydrogen., Inthe EDS process, the 

coal feed and, hydrogen.aremixed with aspecial]y •hydrogenated coal oil 
called the donor solvent. The hydrogen • added to the Coal fragments is 
provided by the solvent and the hydrogen gas mixed in the reBctor, The 
donor solvent is made by catalytical]yhydrogenating coal-derived, oil using 

conventional petroleum refinery hydr~treating technQ]ogy, In the H-Coal 
process,, the unreacted caal .and. hydrogen are mixed with"coa!;derived oil 

and an addedsolid catalyst.ina special reactor referred to as an 
ebullated bed; " . " ". 

Once the gasesand distillableliquid~productshavebeen.separated ' 
from the reactor: effluent, the. remaining "bottoms" material" ~s processed. 

• " , . , . .  • " . . • • • " "  

This material contains significant quantities ,of heavy"hydrocarbons which 
must beeff iciently u t i l i led  to enhance process economics. THeprincipal 
bottoms processing step under consideration for the EDS process is 
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FLEXICOKING,. whic h•consists of thermal crack-ing Of the bottoms to produce 
additional liquids and coke./ The core is subsequently gasified to produce 
plant fuel gas or hydrogen for the liquefaction step. Bottoms processing 
for the SRC I I  and H-Coal processes probably •will be partial oxidation 
( i .e. ,  gasification) to produce hydrogenfer the.liquefaction step.. 

There are two major., indirect coal. liquefaction processes: Fischer:. 
Tropsch which is commercial .nowin South Africa, and Mobil-M•which is 
expected to be'co~ercial in 1983-84. In the Fi.scher-Tropsch process, th~ 
purified synthesis gas from the gasifier is reacted over an iron catalyst 
to •produce a broad range of products extending from lightweight gases to 
heavyfuel oil. The broad product distribution from this. process is 
generally ~ considered as .a disadvantage. where large yields of gasoline are 
desired.. Improved catalystsare currently being developed at the bench 
scale to maximize the. yield, of gasoline-range hydrocarbons. In the Mobil-M 
process, the syntheMs gas is f irst converted to methandl using commer- 
cially avaii able~ technology.. The- methanol is. then • catalytically converted 
to high-octane gasoline overa moTecul.ar-size-specific zeolite catalyst. 

Indirect coal liquefaction, is successfully operating on a commercial 
Scale • at the %ASOL I. plant in South Africa using the Fischer-TroPsCh 
technology,. .The SASOL:.I plant .produces gasoline, jet fuel, diesel oil, 
middle distil lates,...and heavy• o i l ,  SASOL i ! ,  pr.oducing 50~000 barrels-per 
day. of coal-derived Iiquids, • has been .completed and wil I begin operation 
later in. 1980, Active interest in this technology has develOpedand plans. 

• . , .  • 

to l.icense and consi:ruct similar plants in the U.S..are progressing. There 
is strong interest i.n the Mobil-M gasoline indirect process:because of its 
attractiVe high-octane gasoline yield. A commercial-scale plant producing 
12,500 barrels. per day of gasoline i.s. planned for operation in New Zealand 
by 1985 . -  . . . . .  " . . 

Direct coal liquefaction technologies arein various..stages of 
development.i. SRC I and I I t  pr-o~ces~~/'e-b.een! .test~"at the pilotplant 
• level and are enteri ng into the demonstration pl an~'~age, :~ " 

i ,  La e pilot p1 an are • c.rrently unde  constrU¢ io, •• for testing of 

H-Coal and EDs-processes; •. These plants are •located a.t Catlettsburg,.. 
respectively, Kentucky, andBaytown, Texas, 

• . .  . . . . . .  
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SRC I process produces primarily a solid product with a small amount 

of useful liquid product. However, SRC I I  process produces primarily 
liquid products. 

In addition to these major coal liquefaction technologies, several 

other processes have received attention, including the Dow process, Riser 

Cracking, Synthoil, and the Zinc Halide process. All have been tested in 
small-scale units. 
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GASEOUS FUELS AND CHEMICAL FEEDSTOCKS FROM COAL~ 

? .!. 
i .  g WIDE VARIETY OF COAL MAY BE OSED IN THE SYNFUELS INDUSTRY .: 

Most• coal gasifiers react coal, Steam, and oxygen to pr.oduce a gas 

containing carbon monoxide,-carbon dioxide, and hydrogen. When air is used 
as the oxygen source, the product, gas contains up to 50 percent nitrogen 

• and is referred to as-low Btu gas since its. heat of-combustion is only 80 
to 150 Btu/standard.cubic feet (scf), Synthesis gas or medium-Btu gas 
ranges from 300 to 500 Btu/scf. 

Low-Btu gas is used as a fuel gas near its point of. generationsince 
its, low heating value makes it  uneconomical to.distributeLover long 
distances, Medi.um-Btu gas can be used as a fuel gas. and transported. 
economically over distances of up."to 200 miles,. I t  cane.also be. used a~a. 

chemical •.feedstock. for the production, of methanol or gasoline. Finally, i t  
can be. converted.T catalyticaTly .to substitute• natural gas (SNG), having a 
heating Val u~ of about 1,000 Btu/scf,. • Additionally,• medium-Btu gasi.fica- 
tion is an integral part of all indirect Tiquefaction technologies. 

There are many coal gasification technologies thaidiffer in design 
and .operat.ion;.. depending upon the type of coal used. and the product 
desi fed~ High- and medium'Btu gasificai~ion technol Ogies"using. noncaking 

. . 

coal s characteri st~c of U, S,- .western coa.l ~ are tel atively wel I developed, 
Severe I operational problemsare encouni:ered with commercially availabTe 
gas.ifiers in-processing caking coal such • as those' found in theeastern U.S, 

• Several gasification technologies for high- and medium:Btu gases are under 
active development (.reference• Table 5). Many additional processes are 
being tested, but. at.less advanced stages of development (reference Table • 
6 ) .  • . •:.• 

A fixed-bed gasifier,:, such as-the Lu~gi,. feeds •coal to the top of the 
gasifier. Thedescending coal 'is successively, dried~ devolatilized, and 

..gasified in contact.with gases;ris!ng from the bottom.. Stea~ and oxygen 
~ are introduced at the bottom ofthe gasifi~r, and•soiid ash is removed 

through an ash~lock. in Some.gasifi.ers, suchas •British Gas: Company (BGC) 
• • . . .  

• iLurgi; the temperature at:the bottom of'the bed.is, sufficient to melt the 

. .  
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Table 6. Statu ~ of Other Coal Gasification P~rocesses 

DEMONSTRATION PLANTS 

HYGAS 

COED-COGAS 

U-GAS 

SCALE 
(tons/day 
coal feed) 

7340 

2210 

3160 

STATUS 
a 

Conceptual Design 
Detailed•Design 

Detailed DeSign 

PILOT PLANTS/PDUs 

• BELL HIGH MASS FLUX 

B IGAS 

COMBUSTION ENGINEER ING 

DOW, 

EXXON CATALYTIC 

GEGAS 

HYDRANE 

MOLTEN SALT 

MOUNTAIN FUEL 

SYNTHANE 

TRI.-GAS 

6 

120 

5 

24 

100 

24 

4 

24 
12 

72 

1 

•i 

Operational c 

Operational 

Operational 
Under Constructi on 

Proposed 

Operational 

Proposed 

Operational 

Proposed . .. 

Mot hbal Ied 

Operational 

aConceptual design incorporates a l l  impbrtant details of mador unit 
areas in the plant. Material balances are provided around all major 
unit areas. (Unit area is a section of the plant consisting of 
several components integrated to perform a single transformation on 
• the product stream. Examples are gasification, raw gas cooling, gas 
cleanup, Or methanati on. ) 

• bAll equipment and detailedpipeline diagrams are prepared as part o f  
detailed design. In addition, •detailed material balances • are prepar-=a 
for each piece of equipment. ' . • :. 

CThe plant is either oPeratingor has operated successfully in the 
past.. 

, ' . . "  . . . . .  
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ash, allowing its removal as molten slag. The slagging feature provides a 
distinct advantage in contending with the caking characteristics of eastern 
U.S. coals. 

Lurgi high-pressure operation, in conjunction with re la t i ve ly  low 

gasi f icat ion temperatures, favors the formation of s ign i f icant  quant i t i~  

of methane in the gas i f ie r ,  enhancing the heating value of the product. 
These conditions al so favor production of  by-products-such-as--tars -and ..... 

impurities like phenols, organic nitrogen compounds, and sulfur compounds. 

In fluid-bed gasifiers currently under development, high-velocity 

gases pass up through the bed to fluidize the coal, providing excellent 
mixing and temperature uniformity throughout the reactor. Operability 

with caking coals (eastern U.S.), as well as low tar production and 
tolerance %o upsets in fuel rates, has been demonstrated at the pi lot scale 
for  both the Westinghouse and U-Gas gasifiers. 

The Texaco and Koppers,Totzek gasifiers are representative of, 

entrained-bed technology i n  which the solid particles are concurrently 

entrained in the gaseous flow. Flame temperatures at the burner discharges 
are in the range of 1370 to 1925°C, resulting in melting of the coal ash 

with minimum production of impurities. Entrained-flow gasifiers may be 

favored for the production of synthesis gas for indirect liquefa.ction. 
They can operate with caking coals. However, compared to fluid-bc-d 

gasifiers, they have very low carbon.holdup capability in the reactor and, 
therefore, have limited safeguard against possible formation of explosive 

mixture in the reactor in case of coal feed interruption. 

l'hera has been extensive commercial experience in the U.S. with 

Imw-Btu coal gasification technologies operating near atmospheric pressure. 
However, these applications have been limited to small-scale captive 

applications for providing industrial process heat and space heating. For 
example, the Wellman-Galusha gasifier designed for atmospheric pressure 

operation was used extensively by industry years before pipeline-supplied 
natural gas was readily available at comparatively lower cost. Pressurized 

gasification processes capableof yielding high-Btu gas for pipeline use 
and medium-Btu gas for chemical feedstocks are less developed, with the 

exception of the Lurgi fixed-bed process. The Lurgi process is based on 40 
_ years of commercial development at 14 commercial plants that are located in 
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Australia, Germany, U.K,, Korea, India, Pakistan, and South Africa. A 
great deal of interest in the Lurgi technology is emerging inthe U.S. with 

several announced plans for SNG production by pipeline and gas Util ity 
companies. Several projects utilizing the Texaco process for captive 

• applications (chemical feedstocks and on-site power generation) are in.the 
planning and design stage with at least one project (Tennessee-Eastman) 

scheduled for construction in 1980. 

p 

/ 

I 
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE SYNFUELS INDUSTRY OVER THE NEXT 20 YEARS 

Three scenarios or projections of synfuel industry buildup rates to 

they  ear 2000 have been developed to i l lustrate the potential range of 
synfuel product ut i l izat ion: 

• A "National Goal" scenario driven by Federal incentives 

• A "nominal production" or most l ikely scenario 

• An "accelerated production" scenario representing an upper bound 
for industry buildup. 

ACHIEVING THE NATIONAL GOAL - SCENARIO I 

In July 1979, President Carter announced new energy init iat ives for 

the U.S. aimed at reducing our dependence on imported oi l .  One of the key 
elements of this policy is the provision of Federal funds to stimulate 

production of synthetic fuels at the rate of 2.2 million barrels per day 
_ (MMBPD) by !992. Specifically, the national synfuel goals are: 

Coal Liquids. To stimulate and accelerate the construction and 

operation of the f i r s t  few plants to provide sufficient data on the 

competing commercial coal liquefaction processes so that industry, with i ts 

own investment, stimulated by Government incentives i f  required, wil l  build 

plants with sufficient capacity to provide upwards to I MMBPD liquid 

fuels by the year 1992. 

Shale o i l .  To stimulate shale oil production at the rate of 0•4 MMBPD 
by 1990. 

High-Btu Gas. To develop and implement a program that enables the 
U'S., by 1992, to produce significant quantities of pipeline quality gas 

(0.5 MMBPD oil equivalent ) from commercial HBG plants in an 

environmentally acceptable manner, This is faci l i tated by the short-range 

goal of having two or~three commercial HBG plants in operation by the 
mid-1980s. 

*For easy comparison with petroleum supply/demand figures, synfuel 
production rates are expressed in barrels of oil equivalent in this 
document• This does not imply that high-, medium- and low-Btu gases from 
coal that are substituted for domestic natural gas wil l  have any direct 
effect on the reduction of imported o i l .  
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Low-/Medium-Btu Gas. To stimulate an in i t i a l  near-term commercial 

capability for several medium'Btu Con~ercial plants in key industries as 

well as u t i l i t i e s ,  for energy and feedstock applications for both single 

and multiplant use, and for multiple •applications of low'Btu gas in each of 

the prime industry markets.. Commercial'scale developnent wi l l  depend on 

the long-term economics of this technology, vis-a-vis the price of domestic 

--"of l-and-natur-al-gas, -Once a capability has been established, capacity wi l l  
be accelerated to achieve at least 0.29 MMBPD oil equivalent by 1992, Of 

• this tota l ,  up to 0.04 MMBPD oil  equivalent wi l l  be provided .from 40 to 50 

Iow-Btu faci. l i t ies and up to 0.25 MMBPD oil equivalent frnm 25to 30 

med.ium-Btu•plants. Again, i t  must be mentioned, that i f  this low- and 

medium-Btu coal-gas issubst i tuted for natural gas, there wi l l "not  be a. 

.: direct effect• on the reduction o f  imported o i l ,  

• The key assumptions allowing, achievement of these goals are: ( I )  
Federal funds provided are suff ic ient toreduce investment risk by . t h e  

synfuel industry through 1992, andl (2) other requirements for: industry 

development .are satisfied,, i , e . ,  environmental permits, material, equip- 

merit, and labor. • A l ike ly  buildup rate profi le for the synfuei industries 

under this scenario is shown in•Figure i .  . .. 
. • , , . 

, . - .. 

, , "  . .  , : , " .  , . • : 

Figure i ,  • Synfuel s Industry Buildup for the National Goal Scenario 
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For shale o i l ,  several of the most advanced projects were selected as 

a basis. The planned operation startup schedules and capacity buildup 

rates for  these projects were used to generate the industry production 
buildup pro f i le  to about 0.4 MMBPD by 1992, The period beyond 1992 is 

v.iewed as one of technology consolidation: gaining a f irm footing with 

regard to environmental and economic performance and technology improve- 

ments. This type of industry production p ro f i l e  is not without precedent; 
for  example, the Federal support of  the synthetic rubber industry during 

World War I I .  

The goal of ! MMBPD of  coal l iqu ids w i l l  be met predominantly by 

ind i rec t  coal l iquefaction,. At present, the only commercially demonstrated 

coal liquefaction process is the Fischer-Tropsch embodied in the SASOL 
plants in South Africa. The Mobil-M process should be co~ercially 

demonstrated within the next f ive years. Considering construction and 

permitting lead times, plants of this type could begin operation around 

1985. To meet the production goaT, 10 to !5 plants of a nominal 0.05 MMBPD 

capacity must be in operation by 1992. A potential drawback to the co~er- 

cial ization of SASOL technology in the U.S. is the broad product distribu- 

tion~ ranging from l ight hydrocarbon gases to heavy fuel o i l .  The Mobil-M 

technology, on the other hand, produces anall-gasoline product which would 

be par~cicularly well suited to the U.S. market de~ands. Given this 

apparent advantage of Mobil-M technology over SASOL, i t  is believed that 

industry should favor comercialization of both Mobil-M and SASOL tech- 

nology during the next few years, with the breakdown being roughly 50/50. 

Approximately 75 percent of the coal liquids production wil l  be due to 

these indirect liquefaction processes. 

For the direct liquefaction processes, there wil l  not be sufficient 

experience and information to attract any more than developmental ini:erest 
over the next few years, under this scenario, By 1985 there should be 

sufficient information available from the •operation of  the EDS, H-Coal and 
SRC I I  plants to support a co~erciaiization decision concerning these 

processes. Federal incentives wil l  l ikely be distributed such that b y  
1992, three or four pioneer commercial-scale plants employing direct lique- 

faction wil l  begin to appear. Of the total production goal of I MMBPD of 
coal liquids i t  is estimated that 25 percent wi l l  be produced by these 
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first commercial direct liquefaction plants embodying thebasic SRC I I ,  EDS 
.and H-Coal technologies, Or improvements andmodifications to these. It  is 
projected that for the next.few years after 1992, production will remain ai~ 
1 MMBPD while• technological evaluations are performed. These direct lique- 
faction plants• will be located near the major eastern.u.s. Coal areas. 

The Lu~Tgilfixed.bed process is the lead high-Btu coal gasification 

technology and has been Con~narcially demonstrated outside the U..S. It is 

expected to be utilized i-n all commercial plants constructed over-the next 
10 years. As the process requires noncaking coals, > these plants will most 
likely be located in-the.western U.S. Interest will Continue in other 
high-Btu gasification technologies such as the Slagging Lurgi Which is 
capable of using T eastern caking coals.. At. least one of these alterhate or 
advanced processe~i probably wi l l  be supported under T Federal incentives but 
it  is unlikely thata, co~mercial plant Will appear until.the early 1990s, 
and this. would probably be located near a mi~I~estern Coal resource, 

• The Lurgi fixed-bed m~ium-Btu process, is the lead technology for 
mc-dium-Btu gas,-Texaco partial oxidation gasification, or similar pressur- 
ized entrained-bed gasifiers such as pressurized.Koppers-T.otzek, will be 
under. ~ development and demonstration during ~i:he early igsos and will Tikely 
serveas, the prime medium-Btu gasification: process for eastern Coals.. To 
ig92, ho~mver, the major buildup in medium-Btu gasification Will come from 
Lurgi p.lants located in. the western, U..S. , i  

• . L • * 

• For low-Btu gasification,. the several technol ogles that are currently 
available and providing co~ercial service are assumed tobe easily 
applied, under the incentives existing tO 1.992, to generate the 0.04 MMBPD 
production rate goal. Low-Btu gas wfll generally be captively•employed as 
fuel gas or used on-site for combined-cycle, power generation~. 

i. ~ .The production buildup .profile for major synfuel products resultir~ 
from of the sYnfuels industrybuiidup in ;Scenario r is shovm:in Figure 2. 
These produc t quantities are projected to enter commercial use and are to 
be considered in assessments of potential lenvironmentalimpacts from 

• . , . .  , , . . . - . , . 

synfuels. "o Naturally, these, major ]products . .are.presented for the sake of 
clarity, but there are many Other products and byproducts .that ~6ill be 
produced and distributed into the market place. These products and 

byproducts will also Vary in. greater ~or lesser quantities in Scenarios I I  
• , . / • . 

and I I I  which follow. " 229- 
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Figure 2, Major Synfuel Product Buildup for 
the National Goal Scenario 

PRODUCTION AT A NOMINAL RATE- SCENARIO iI 

Recent studies of the technical capability of the U.S. to meet the 

synfuel national goal point out thatthere are significant concerns 

regarding achieving this goal. They include: 

• Availability of_skilled manpow~r~..it.~ @xpected that the. supply. 
of engineers anc conszruczlon l.aoor wlll De severely ~axea zo meec 
the synfuel production goal set forth in Scenario I. 

• Availability of crit ical equipment:, certain cr i t ica l  equipment for 
the synfuel industry such as compressors, heat exchangers, and 
pressure vessels are expected to be in short supply unless 
corrective measures are taken now, thus slowing t.h~ . s~~  
industry buildup rate indicated in Scenario [. 

• Diversion of investment to competing technologies: demand on the 
limited capital available in the economy by competing energy supply 
technologies, such as coal liquefaction, coal gasification, oil 
shale, geothermal, and solar technologies, could result in the 
slowing of buildup rates for sometechnologies. 

• Environmental data: lack of environmental data needed for 
regulatory approval s could sl ow down the buildup rate. 
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a Licensing: time and construction schedule constraintsimposed by 
State and Federal licensing and permitting requirements could 
hinder synfuel industry buildup rate. 

Taking these concerns into consideration,, a nominal synfuels 

production buildup -•Scenario I I  -. has been developed, ~s indicated in 

Figure 3. A production rate. o~ about 2.1MMBPD is estimated.by the year 

2000, instead of 1990 as indicated .in Scenario I. The• technologies 
• expected to contribute to both Scenarios I and I I  arethe same; the major 

difference is in the rate of  buildup: i t  is slower and delayed in time. 

o 

r.~= ,~. ,9~. .,g~ ,~. ,~:. ,,~ . ,~. ,~. :=~ 

Figure ~. SynfueisIndustry Buildup for the 
Nominal Production Scenario 

For shale o i l ,  a nominal production rate Of 0.4 MMBPD •should be 

' achieved by the year.2000. The: buildup rata is  estimated to lag about 4 
• year's behind that of Scenario"l and is  based on the following observations: 

• . . .  . . .  

e. Some technologies a r e s t i l l  • considereddevelopmental, such asthe 
modified in situ .process, . ' . . . .  

® ' Land problems, i ncl uding avail ab i l i t y  of  off-tract]:disposal sites, 
• ' may take, longer"to, resol re..  .. ~; , -. 

Under this scenario, no large-scale commercial coal l iquefact ion 

" plantsare projected tO be.on line unt i l  1.992 withi.a growth rate beyond 

. y i e l d i ng l  'MMBPD .by the year :2000. I t  is believed •that Federal incentives 

wil l  be applied to suppOrt.constructi.o_n..of one• each of.the indirect 
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liquefaction plants and a direct liquefaction plant only after sufficient 
assessment has been made of the operations of the EDS and H-Coal pi lot 

plants and the SRC II  demonstration plant. Rather than commit sizable 

resources to the commercial ization of indirect Iiquefaction, a decisicm 

probably wil l  be delayed resulting in no operating commercial liquefaction 
plants before 1992 under this scenario. During the !980s i t  is believed 

that improvements wil l  be made in both the operating indirect l iquefaction 
plants and the designs of the direct liquefaction processes. These 

"advanced" technologies• with product slates yielding primarily trans- 
portation fuels, wil l  be suff iciently attractive to encourage develoI~nent 

of I MMBPD of coal-derived liquid production by the year 2000. 

Currently there is a great deal of interest in SNG technology. 

Several gas u t i l i t y  and pipeline c~mpanies have expressed plans to con- 

struci: high-Btu, plants, With incentives,, several of these plants wil l  be 

constructed and in operation by !985. However,. as a result of the pro- 

jetted improved outlook for gas supplies, including potential from uncor~ 

ventional sources ~ the avail ab i l i ty  of  "imported" conventional natural gas 
(Alaskan, Canadian-and Mexican) and the. current unfavorable rate-structure 

pricing policy, the complete commercialization of HBG wi l l  be hampered. 
I t s  pr~uction rate is not l ikely to expand beyond the 0.25 'M~BRD-level 

attained around 1992 under this scenario., m 

The buildup of medium-Btu gas plants wil l  also be impeded by the 

avai labi l i ty  of natural gas; however, for certain industrial applications 

requiring large volumes of uninterrupted supplies (e.g., chemical feed- 

stocks, cogeneration) low-/medium-Btu plants wil l  remain attractive, I t  is 
estimated that production of Iow-/medium-Btu gas wil l  reach a level of 0.45 
MMBPD by 1992: 

ACCELERATED PRODUCTION - SCENARIO I I I  

The accelerated-production scenario is based on the assumption th~ 

Federal inceni;ives are sufficient to  synfuels production to meet the 
national goals in 1992, that operation of synfuels plants up to 1992 is 

successful to the extent confidence in processes is gained, and all 
resource requirements are satisfied. Licensing and permitting procedures 

must also be streamlined. I t  i.s assumed that demand for coal-derived 
synfuels remains at a level such that new plant capacity continues to be 
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added to the year 2000 at about the same rate as the buildup to 1992. For 

• shale oil ,  the production of 0.9 Mt4BPD by the year 2000 is based on a 

survey and analysis of the desired goals of each industrial developer. As 
indicated in Figure.4, a total synfuels production:rate of 5 MMBPD may be 

reached by the year 2000. This. includes• 2.6 MMBPD. of coal liquids, 1.5 

• M~PD of gas and 0.9 MMBPD of sha]e, oil .  
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However, in view of the limitations facing the synfuel industry, some 
of which were discussed earlier, the accelerated production scenario is 

highly unlikely. The synfuels industry buildup rate (Figure 4) for this 

scenario can be considered an upper bound to synfuels ut i l izat ion over tF~ 
next 20 years• 

The three scenarios describing possible synfuel industry buildup 

profiles provide a basis for projecting the market penetration of synfu~ 

products in the near future• As these products enter the market, potential 
environmental impacts related to synfuels ut i l izat ion must be considered. 
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THERE IS A LARGE POTENTIAL MARKET FOR SYNFUEL. PRODUCTS'AND BY-PRODUCTS 

The major synfuel 
groups : 

pr.oducts could be broadly classified into five 

®. •Gaseous .Products 

-High-Btu gas 
- Medium-Btu gas 
-. Low-Btu gas 
- Liquified Petroleum Gas (LPG) 

e. LightOistillates 

-- Gasol ine. • 
-Naphtha 

~liddl e Dist.il.lates. 
. ,  

- Jet f u e l  ~ 
- K e r o s e n e s  
- Diesel. oii .. 

e. Residue 

$. 

- Heavy, fueT oi.l 
- Lubmicants 

P e t r o c h ~ i E a ] s : -  " 

. +  

. . .  • , 

GASEOUS PRODUCTS • 

The high- and medium-Btu gases are suitable foressentially all 

industrial fuel applications'that can be serviced by coal, oil or natural 

gas. In some cases equipment modifications or speci-aT controTs will ~ave 

to be impl emented to retrofit exi sting Pl ants for medi um-Btu gas, whereas 

this problem maynot exist for high-Btu gas installation. Ho~ever,.'there 
should be no difficulty in ~nploying either high.-.or mediUm-Btu gas in new 
industrial installations,. These products will be uti l ized by maj or ..energy 

consuming industries such as food, texti le,  pulp and paper,chemicals, and 

steel, i t  appears t h a t  Only Chemical,petroleum, and steel industries 

• will require.sufficient fuel gas at a single, location to economically : 

/ justify the dedication of. alsingle gasification.plant. '~her  industrial 

plants will have to share tbe output distributed by piPelin e from a central 
gasif ier ,  or .tap into the • existing, natural, gas pipeline system for their 

need, Preliminary economic studies indicate that i t  is not economical to 

• - "  . . . .  = . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 3 5  ' :  ': : I 
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transport medium Btu gas through pipelines for more than 200 miles. 

Medium-Btu gas can also be utilized by the petrochemical industries as 

chemical feedstock for the production of ammonia, methanol, and 

formaldehyde, Currently most of this requirement is met by reforming 

natural • gas. The use of medium-Btu gasification appears especially 

attractive when integrated with new combined plants for u t i l i t y  

appl icati ons. 

The major characteristics of low'Btu gas are its high nitrogen 

content, low carbonmonoxide and hydrogen content, and resulting heating 

value typically below 150 Btu/SCF. Its flame temperature is also about 13 

percent lower than that of natural gas.. Because of these characteristics 
Iow-Btu gas is limited to on-site use, industrial processes requiring 

temperature below 2800°-3000°F, and is generally unsuitable for use as a 

chamical feedstock. Further, because of i ts low energy density i t  requires 

s~gnificant equipment modifications for retrof i t  applications. Today there 

are operating and planned low-Btu gasifiers in the U.S. for: 

• Kiln f i r ing of bricks 
• Iron ore. pelletizing 
• Chemical furnace 
• Smal I boil ers 

Liquified petroleum gas (LPG)has applications for industrial, 

domestic, and .transportation uses. In .domestic applications LPG is used 

mainly as a fuel for cooking and for water and space heating. In industry, 
LPG finds a large number of diverse outlets. Apart from use as a fuel in 

processes which require careful temperature control (glass and ceramics, 

electronics) or clean combustion gases .(drying of milk, coffee, etc.), LPG 

is also usc-d.in the metall.urgical industry to produce protective 

atmospheres for' metal cutting and other uses. The chemical industry, 

particularly on.the U.S. Gulf Coast, uses petroletm gases for cracking to 

ethylene and. propylene as well as for the manufacture of synthesis gas. 

Small portions of LPG are also used to fuel automotive vehicles-. Anot.her 
use of LPG is to enrich lean gas made from other raw materialsto establish 

proper heating.Value levels. On a vol~e basis, production of LPG in the 

U.S, @.xceeds that of kerosene and approaches that of diesel fuel.. About 40 

percent, of LPG production is used by the_ chemical industry, another 40 
percent is for domestic use, 10 oercent fo r  automotive use, and the 
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remaining distributed•among other industrial and agricultural fuel uses. 
Currently LPG is supplied primarily from refineries handling petroleum 

crudes. With the ant ic ipatedshort fal l  in the supply of these crudes, the 
resulting shortag e of LPG wi l l  bemet to  some extent by LPG from synfuel 
plants. 

LIGHT DISTILLATES 

Gasoline, which is a major l ight d is t i l la te ,  is generally defined as a 
"fuel designed for use inreciprocating,spark ignition internal-combustion 

, engines.. Other uses for gasoline are of small volume. Primarily i t  is 
used as fuel • for automotive ground vehicles of all types,reciprocatir~ 

aircraft engines, marine engines, tractors and la~n mowers, Other small- 
scaleuses.include fuel.in,appliances such as f ie ld stoves,.heatingand 
l ight ingunits, .and blow torches, By far the primary use of gasoline• 

produced frem coal. wi l l  • be for.transportationapplications, ~ Currently ~e 

consumenearly 6,8 MMBPD of petroleum-derived gasoTineand this corresponds 
to about 40 percent of the"t6talpetroleum consumption. 

Naphthashave a.wide variety of properties andservemanY industrial 
.and domestic uses~. Their primary market is the,  petrochemical industry 
where they can-be used for the manufacture of solvents, varn.ish, turpen- 
t ines, rust~proofi~g: compounds :, pharmaceuticals, Pesticides, herbicides, 

and.fungici4es, However, preliminary analysis indicates that there.will • be 
a relatively small amount of coal-derived naphthas entering the market. 

MIDDLE D I S T I L L A T E S  . .  

The market for middledist i l lates, whichessentially are je t  fuel, . 
• kerosene, d.iesel oil. and ,light fuel oi l , .  are je t  aircraft,.ga s turbines, 

and diesel• engines used fOr. transportati on and stationary applications, and 
residential and commercial heating.. ~.. ,• •. 

RESIDUES ... . ' " " : ' . . . ,  • 

The. market, for residues-, consisting mainly Of fuel o i l ,  is primarily 
• for ~ndustrial,. u t i l i t y  and marine fuel use. Other"applications for 

:resi dues .include- Prepara.tion of  i ndustr i i l  and automotive !ub:ri cants,. 
metallurgical o i l s ,  roofcoatings-, and wood preservative oi ls .  Coke is ' 

another l ikely useful •product from residue. 
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PETROCHEMICALS 

Many synfuel products, in addition to their primary use as fuel, are 

l ikely to be used by the petroch~mi.cal industry for the production of 

several other by-products. Currently over 3000 petrochemical by-products 

are derived frcm petroleum and natural gas sources, These include items 

I i ke synthetic rubbers, pl ast ics, synthetic fibers, detergents, sol vents, 

sulfur, ammonia and a~onia fer t i l izers and carbon black. 

Petrochemicals from synfuels wil I generally fal l  under three broad 

groups based on their chemical composition and structure: aliphatic, 

aromatic, and inorganic. An aliphatic petrochemical is an organic compound 

which has an open chain of carbon atoms. Important petrochemicals in this 

group include acetic acid, acetic anhydride, acetone, ethyl alcohol, and 

methyl alcohol, Most aliphatic petrochemicals are currently made from 

methane, ethane, propane or butane. Al iphatics currently represent over 60 

percent of all petrochemicals and arethe most important group 

economical ly.. 

An aramatic petrochemical is also an organic compound but one that 

contains or is derived from a basic benzene ring. Important in this group 

are benzene, toluene, and xylene, commonly known as the B-T-X group. 

Benzene is widely used in reactions with other petrochemicals. With 

ethylene i t  gives ethyl benzene which is  converted to styrene,i an important 

synthetic-rubber component. As a raw material i t  can be used to make 
phenol. Another use is in the manufacture of adipic acid for nyl'on. 

Toluene is largely used as a solvent in the manufacture of trinitrotoluene 

i:b~ expl6~-ives, Xylene ~s used as a source of material for polyester 

fibers, isophthalic acid, among other petrochemicals. 

An inorganic .petrochemical is one which does not containcarbon atoms. 

Typical here are sulfur, ammonia and its derivativessuch as ni t r ic acid, 

am~oni um nitrate, ammonium sul fate, 

• The different end-useapplications of major synfuels products are 

summarized in Table.7. We see from this discussion that coal-derived 

synfuel pr.oducts are l ikely to be used not only as a fuel, but also in the 

.manufacture of a number of other by-products which will be used in 

multitudes of other appl 1cations. 
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Table 7. 

/ 

Major End-Use Applications of Synfuel Products 

MajorSynfuel. Products 

High and medium Btu gas 

Low Btu gas 

LPG • ; 

Gasoline 

Naphtha 

Mi ddl e. di sti I lates 
(kerosene, diesel • , 
l ight fuel oi l )  ' 

Residues 

LikelyMajor 
End Use Applications 

Food, textile,-pulpand paper, 
ch~icalsi iron and steel 
industries; •residential/ 
commercial heating 

Small boilers,• kilns, pelletizing 

Glass, electronics, chemical 
industries~.domestic, cooking and 
heating; automotive 

Transportation- ~• 

Petrochemical industry; solvents; 
varnish; turpentines 

Transportation, gas •turbines, 
residentiai and co~ercial 
heating ' 

• Industrial, u t i l i t y  and marine 
fuel; matallurgical oils; roof 
coatings;Wood pres@rvatives, 
lubricants 

• • i ¸ . • •  

• o 
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ANTICIPATED SYNFUELS MARKET PENETRATION IN THE VARIOUS 
SECTORS OF THE U.S. ECONOMY WILL EXPAND OVER TIME 

As an indication of the t~me frame over which the EPA must consider 
issues regarding the use of various synfuel products, market development 

and penetration of these products must be anticipated. For example, the 

synfuels market may develop as i l lustrated in Figures 5, 6 and 7, over 

1985-!987, 1988-1990 and 1991-2000 time frames. 

SYiTFUEL PRODUCT UTILIZATION EMPHASIS, 1985-!987 

Oil shale-derived synfuels wil l  be introduced into the petroleum 

product markets about 1985, and based on Scenario I as much as 0.2 MMBPD of, 

shale oil can enter the market by I987. T~e f i r s t  stage of synfuels market 
infrastructure development wil l  be oriented towards transportation fuels 

(reference Figure 5) because oil shale that is hydrotreated can be refined 

in existing refineries to such products as gasoline, je t  fuel, diesel and 

marine fuels. The bulk of this supply wi l l  be. in the form of middle 

dist i l lates comprised of je t  fuel and diesel Oil. The d~and for 

transportation during the late 1980s is expected to be around 10 MMBPD. 

Of this, about 5 percent is l ikely to be consumed by the military sector. 

I t  is conceivable, therefore, that the bulk of the shale oil products could 
be util:ized by the mil i tary, possibly with a Government synfuel purchase 
guaranteeprogram. 

I 

I t  is anticipated that the oil shale industry wil l  continue to grow 
producing as much as 0.45 MMBPD by year 2000 as per Scenario I and [ I  and 

as much. as O_.~~IMBPD as per Scenario ZZZ. The Bulk of this production is 
anticipated for the transportation secl~or. 

SYNFLIEL PRODUCT UTILIZATION ADDITIONS, 1988-19g0 

Subsequent buildup of the synfuels industry during the 1988-1990 time 
period (reference Figure 6) is expected to come from commercial-size, high- 

Btu gasifiers, As per Scenario I ,  the output from these high-Btu gasifiers 

may be as high as 0.4 MMBPD of oil equivalent by 1990; however, the 
conservativeestimate based on Scenario I I  is that only around 0.17 MMB~ 

of oil .equivalent is l ikely to be produced by that time. The high-Btu 

gasification wil l  serve some of the energy needs of both the industrial and 

residential/commercial sectors as direct gas sales or through electric 
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power generation by ut i l i t ies.  Some of the major industrial users of 

high-Btu gas are likely to be texti le, food, steel, and chemical 

industries. Ini t ia l ly,  following the current use pattern, i t  will be used 

not only as an industrial fuel but also as a chemical feedstock. I t  is 

expected that the existing natural gas pipeline network, with the exception 

of a few connecting pipelines, wi l l  be utilized for the distribution of 

high-Btu gas and, therefore, introduction of high-Btu gas is not l ikely to 
cause major problems conc,erning distribution for end-use applications. 

During this time period i t  is also likely that low- and medium-Btu 

gasification plants will be used by industries in a captive mode to supply 

some of their fuel and chemical feedstock needs. This may amount to a~ 
much as 0.3 to 0.4 MMBPD of oil equiva]ent based on th~ f i rs t  two 

scenarios. The medi~-Btu gas could be used as a synthesis gas for the 

production of different chemical products such as ammonia which in turn 

could be used for the manufacture of such products as fert i l izers, fiber 

and plastic intermediates, and explosives. Currently the petrochemical 

industry derives i ts synthesis gas by reforming natural gas or naphtha. 

During this time period, i t  is l ikely that one to three small plants 

possibly producing methanol from medium-Btu gas may come on line. These 
are likely to be owned by industries primarily to supply internal needs. 

This could be for the production of forma]dehyde, a product with a number 

of end-use applications. I t  is unlikely that products from these plants 

will be entering the open market directly, on a large scale, for public 

consumption. During this time period the use of low-Btu gas will be 

limited to an industrial fuel in such applications as kilns, chemical 

furnances and small boilers. However, the use of low-Btu gasification by 

ut i l i t ies in one or two demonstration units for combined-cycle applications 
cannot be ruled out. 

During this time frame the shale oil output will continue to grow 

reaching as much as 0.4 ~PD in accordance with the National Goal 

Scenario. As a result i t  is anticipated that increasing amounts of shale 

oil products will be entering the transportation sector, with limited entr~ 
into the industrial sector for use as fuel. 
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SYI~FIJEL PRODUCT UTILIZATION ADD!TIONS, 1991-2000 . 

During the 1991-2000 time frame (reference Figure 7), central coai, 
• liquefaction plants will introduce into tile market a spectrum of products 
and. by-products that will be. consumed by the transportation,, industrial, 

and residential/con~ercial sectors.. Based on the nominal and accelerated 
scenarios,, by the year~2OO0 1,5 to 2,5 M~PD of coal liquid products will 
Be entering the-market.. Under these conditions, a significant segment of 
the transportation fleet could be running on synthetic fuel,  Coal-derived 

liquids will be uti l ized not only by industry as a fuel source and chemical 
feedstock, but also by the residential and commercial sectors, for space 
heating,, hot water supply and othe~ domestic uses.. Furtherm6re, many of 

• the] o i l - f i r~d u t i l i ty  plants given exemption, from. converting to" coal in the 

interim wil l  be burning coal-derived fuel oil. SRC I-I plants will be the 
likely candidatewhich will besupplyingthe bulk .of.this fuel, I t  is also 

expected 'that methanol from ind.ir~ct coal Iiquefaction could be entering 
the market for use as turbine-fuel for the production Ofl electricity, 

dur.ing~ this time period,] • In I addition, SNG produced from the Iiquefaction 
.. processes will be also. entering • the market,: supplemeniing theoutput fro~ 

high-Btu gasification plants, The SNG outpdt from liquefactio n plants 
could be. as high aS 20 percent: of the total .• useful output from these plants 

in term~ of heating value.• LPG and naphtha produced from direct and 
indirectcoal liquefaction processes and oil shale are~likelY to be used 
primarily by the petrochemical industries. For example, LPG may be used by 
the petrochemical industry as. a raw material for the productionof 
aicohols; organicacids, detergents, plastics, and synthetic rubber 
components.. Naphthas may beut i l i zed fo r  the manufacture of such it~ns as 

sol vents, adhesi yes, pesticides, and chemical intermediateslJ • Currently the 
• : petrochemical industry uses about 11 percent., oLF our crude oi l  supp.ly for • 

• the production of various petrochemicals. During the 1990-2000 time frame, 
.-it is possiblethat.the same percentage of available".synfuels, will be. 
ut i l ized by the .petrochemical industry for the production d f hundreds of 

• -petrochemical products,.. ]A major use of residuals-from: coal::liquefaci:ion : 
processes.and~oil.shale is likely to be the manufacture of different types 
.of lubricants. - These could, befor such~applicat-iohs as.l.ubrication of 

engines and-general machinery, steam turbine bearings and reduction gears, 
compressors, insulating oils, metal working and cutting oils.. 
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So we see in the above discussion that the synfuels products and 

by-products are likely to enter all the end-use sectors, in course of time. 

The potential for exposure and for environmental impacts must be carefully 

considered. Early planning by the EPA will require that synfuel 

products/by-products be assessed with regard to their environmental 
acceptability. 
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POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EXPOSURES DUE. TO SYNFUELS UTILIZATION 

A major concern of the ~merging synfuels industry is the potential 
environmental, health and safety impacts associated with the use .of 
synfuels. • The potential ~posure of the public to synfuels, will depend on 
the rate of development of the synfuels industry's specific end-us.e 

markets, Since the market• may cover awide range of products andend uses, 
a •significant portion of the population ma~ be exposed. The products will 
enter the markets, in varying quantities over the coming years. To i l lus- 
tFate the important enviror~enta] .concerns, synfuels product production 

rates based on the National Goals Scenario (Scenario I) are considered and 
three t~me periods are examined, for potential environmental • exposure•, • 

1985'1987, 1988-!990, and 1991-2000,. 

POTEI~TIAL E~OS~RES:. 1985-1987 

During this period, synfuels entering, the market Will. be mostly 
limited to shale oil products,, Approximately 0.2 MMBPD of products by 19IB7 
is projected by, Scenario I, Crude shale oil will most"likely be 
transported to refineries in either theGulf Coast or Mid'st  and is 
expected to. be-distributed by. existing, pipelines. Product. quanta!ties will 
be. limited.. The hazards of. transposing and. storing, crude shale oil and 
shale oil products are expected to be min.imal.i Shale oil, products will be 
used primarily as transportation fuels such as gasoline, diesel oi l ,  and 
-.jet fuel and will be distributed by railroads, tankers , trucks. and barges. 
During this pericd,the,q~ag~.it-ies:han~e~-ame estimat~ to amour, to 0.04 
MMBPD of gasoline and a combined .total of 0,16 MMBPD for..the middle 
distillates.. The major exposure to these products occur, at storag.e 
terminal ~loading operations and service station storage tank; loading 
operations,iboth of •which have high spill potential, "The enduser (a 
passenger car, truckL ,or other vehicle) el'so poses, a p6tentia] spill 
problem due to the rapid expansion of self. service stations..."C~bustion of 

' thefuel s may expose a large segment Of the population since.•most 
automobile tr.affic is generated,,in central business districts and their ~. 
suburbs', Bylproducts from shale oil refining such as lubricating oils and 
greases wil l  be shipped from refinery bulk packing plants in.secure 
containers, minimizing the likel.ihood of exposure. 
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Products from shale oil production could reach approximately 0.3 to 

0.4 MI~PD during this period, as suggested by the accelerated rate 

scenario, with the potential exposure reaching twice the level suggested by 

the National Goal Scenario. 

POTENTIAL EXPOSURE: 1988-1990 

During this period, in addition to increased shale oil production, 
SNG low and medium Btu gas, and some indirect liquefaction products w i l l  

also be entering the market, which increases the complexity of the synfuels 

distribution network and increases the potential for public exposure to the 

products. I t  is a time period by which the EPA must have identified 

potential problems and have developed a plan for meeting the synfuels 

chal I enge. 

Shale oil production during this period is projected to be 0.3 to 0.4 

M~PD under the National Goal Scenario, but could range from 0.2 MMBPD 

(nominal production rate scenario) to 0,8 MMBPD (accelerated production 

rate scenario) in 1990. The exposure potential to the products wil l  

increase proportional.ly during this time period compared to the previous 

peri od. 

The SNG entering the market is projectedto amount to an oil 

equivalent of 0.4 MMBPD by !990, and wil l  be transported by existing 

pipeline to the varibus markets. Although pipelines transporting SNG or 

crude shale oil present a low accident potential, pipelines either transect 

or terminate in densely populated areas, providing some degree of exposure 
potential to these products. •First-generation.coal-gasification technology 

(Lurgi) buildup wil l  occur near western U.S. ~ coal deposits, the Northern 

Great Plains/Rocky Mountains area. The SNG from this area w i l l  enter the 

northern t ie r  pipeline network and wil l  be distributed across the upper 

Midwest. M~dium- and Iow-Btu gases wil l  aTso be in the market during this 

period, although they will probably be used for internal plant needs. This 

wil l  minimize the exposure potential since these gaseous products wil l  not 

require any transportation. 

Some synthetic gases have different compositions than natural gas, and 
may ca'use internal corrosion and stress=corrosion cracking in pipelines. 

Effects of impurities on the long-term degradation of some pipeline 
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materials are unknown...Synthetic gaseous fuels also have different 
flammability ~ and explosion limits that may require newtechniques in the 
management of pipeline leaks. Gases with a high CO concentration are toxic 
and couldpresent significant exposure problems.. , .  

In addition to their use in .transportation and boiler applications, 
synfuels products will be used as feedstocks .forindustrial. processes. 

These applications, el.though limited during this time • perio d, present 
another avenue of exposure for which EPA must be ~prepared. The population 

exposed could include industrial plant personnel as well as the end users 
of the industrial, products. During this period, medium-Btu gas could be 

used as asynthesis gas for the productionof methanol and ammonia, each of 
which can be utilized as a finished product.. 

Although this period will be •characterized by the emergence of many 
synfuels products~ the. main • populati.on..exposure poiiential will occur f r~  
crude: shale oil transport by pipelines., product storage and the combustion 

of these products. 

A basic environmental concern, with the transportation of liquid 
synfuels is the possibility of an accidental spill. A recent (1979) 

Department of Transportation analysis shows that of all the accidents 
resul ti ng from pi pel ines carrying I iquid petroleum products,, the Iargest 
spillage occurs from LPG (58.6 percent) followed by crude .oil (25.3 
percent), with fuel oil (6.1 percent) and gasoline (~.5 percent)being the 

tither major-contributors. 

As an exampl e t o i l l  ustrate the relative exposure of transporting 
petroleum products by pipeline in order, to provide an •awareness of the 
potential, exposure in. transporting- shale oil, Table • 8 presents a listing of 

o i l  pipeline • accidents, Since existing pipelines":Wi]l b e •used during this 

.time period for transporting •crude shale oil, these potential exposures and 
risks in•each component of .the carrier system mustbe con.sidereal by EPA, 

. -  • . .  . ,  
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Table 8~ Number of Oil Pipeline Carrier System Accidents 

YEAR 79 78 77 76 75 74 73 72 71 

Line Pipe 207 194 177 169 185 203 215 238 264 
Pumping Station 20 30 32 11 24 13 23 31 14 

Delivery Point 6 4 4 4- 5 5 5 3 2 
_Tank..Farm 5 15 12 14 30 22 2! 24 11 

Other I !  13 12 14 10 13 9 I0 19 
Total Accidents 249 2B6 237 212 2B4 256 273 306 310 

Source: Department of Transportation 

POTENTIAL EXPOSURE: lggl-2000. 

This period ischaracterized by the large-scale entry into the market 

of  direct and indirect liquefaction products and by-products for use 

primarily by the, transportation, industrial anduti l i ty-sectors. Based on 

the National Goal Scenario, 1.0 MNBPD of coal liquids wil l  be in the market 

by 2000, but may range up to 2.B MMBPD. U t i l i t y  and industrial boiler 

fuels produced by coal liquefaction processes wil l  be most in demand in the 

Gulf Coast,, Northeast, and Southern California regions, as shown in Figure 
8. These regions'contain a significant portion of the U.S. population. 

The use-of these fuels wil l  also have some beneficial effect in areas that 

are sensitive to particulate and sulfur dioxide since these fuels have 

lower ash and sulfur contents.. As more liquefaction capacity develops in 

the Appalachian and interior regions, l iquid fuels Will more readily be 

used in the industrial areas of Indiana, I l l ino is ,  Ohio,.and the upper 

Northwest. Shale oil products during the period may reach a level of 0.4 

MNBPD under the National Goal Scenario and could reach as high as 0.9 MMBPD 
under the accelerated rate scenario. High-Btu gas underthese two 

scenarios is estimated at d.B MMBPD and 1.0 MMBPD respectively by 2000. As 

coal gasification technology develops,, i t  is l ikely thata key area for 

gasification w i l l  eventually be Appalachia, with SNG entering the existing 
pipelines anti'being, distributed along the east coast to both industrial and 

residential users. 

This period is also characterized by increased use of coal l iquid 
products for chemical feedstocks and in the housing and co~ercial sectors 
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for space heating and hot water supply. Naphthas produced by liquefaction 

processes are l ikely to be used by the petrochemical industries for/ 

manufacturing solvents, pesticides and chemical intermediates. Residues 
from coal liquefaction processes may be used to manufacture several types 

of lubricants with a wide variety of applications. This market penetration 

significantly increases exposure potential as there is vir tual ly no segment 

of the population that would be excluded from the u~e of synfuel products 
and by- product~. 

In addition to synfuels ut i l izat ion,  EPA must 'also consider the 

transportation and handling aspects of the synfuels products and 

by-products. As the synfuels develop during this period, transportation 
modes other than pipelines wil l  be utiTized~ Although there are associated 

risks, pipelines are considered to present less risk than other modes such 

as railroad~, trucks,, and tankers, As these modes are currently used for a 

wide variety of petrochemical products, i t  is expected that they wi l l  also 

be usc~. as+ synfuels penetrate the market, thereby presenting another 

concern that ErA must address. 

Table 10 presents an estimate of the range of synfuel products to be 

shipped by the various transportation modes beginning in the 1990s. "Nearer 

to the year 2000, the relative amounts of products transported bet~men the 
modes may vary, The majority of the synfuel products as well as crude 

shale oi l  wil l be tr.ansported by pipelines, which presentsthe least amount 

of exposure potential. On the other hand, railroads which have a high 

accident potential wil l  transport the teast amount of products. In order 
t o  supply the high demand regions (reference Figure.8) the transport 

distribution networks may develop as i l lustrated in Figure 9. The 

distribution system indicates that the crude shale o i l ,  refined products, 

SNG, and coal liquids wi l l  each be transported across areas of high 
popuiation density and industriaT concentration, mostly in the eastern U.S. 

A market for 2.2 MMBPD of synfuel s products and by-products by 1992-u-n~er -+~ 

the National Goals Scenario indicates the magnitude of the problem for 

Which ErA must prepare. 

• The trBnsportation modes that. wil l  be uti l ized by the synfuels 

industry and which pose a greater accident potential than pipeline 

transport are railroads, trucks and tankers. Railroads wil l  be used 
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primarily for the transportation of naphthas which in 1992 are estimated to 
I range from 0.04 to O.07MMBPD. This mode of transportation presents a hi~ 

degree of accident risk due to the poor Condition of the Nation's rail 
.system. Derailments, grade crossing accidents, and collisions between 

trains pose potential r~sks to the transportation of any hazardous or toxic 
substances, Tank car •accidents with hazardous materials are shown in Table 

11, providing another example of potential risks associated with 
transporting synfuels products. 

Table 11.. Railroad Tank Car Accidents with Hazardous Materials 

1979 1978 

TotalAccidents 937 1014 

Accidents Involving 
Atmospheric Release 

165 222 

Source: Federal Railway Administration 

The use of ta~ker trucks wil l be-extensive in transporting coal 
• liquids ar~ refined shale oil products,. In 1992 under the National Goal 

Scenario,. approximately O' ~ MMBPD of gasol ine from coal Iiquefaction may be 
.transported by truck, and up to 0,5 MMBPD under-the accelerated rate 

scenario. Other pr.oducts using this mode are middle dist i l lates and 
naphthas, Potential exposure to the general population is high with tanker 

trucks since much of these products wil l  be delivered to urban areas where 
trucks wil l  face the normal amount of t raf f ic accidents in congested •areas. 

In addition, .exposures to the products wil l  occur in loading and unloading 
of trucks at storageterminals-and service stations. Due to Vapor recovery 

requirements mandated by state implementation pl ans,. evaporative emissions 
~of volatile, c~mpounds are. gradual ly. being, controll e d, but pol I ut~on control 

systems must be imp~oved.to further reduce emissions, Accidents or 
..defective e~ission control ~ s~,st~s provide the. chief potential for release 

-o f  synfuels products • by •truck transport. . -  " 

Tankers .and barges will• also 14e used for the transportation of tFe 

refined shale oil and coal liquids products and. •could be used extensively. 
i f  the markebs are accessible to the gulf coast. Under t~elNational Goal 
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Scenario, O.1MMBPD each of gasoline and diesel oil may be transported by 

these modes in 1992. Other •products to a lesser extent are naphtha, LPG, 

jet fuel, and residual o i l .  A significant amount of petrochemical products 
currently move along the Mississippi River to northern markets. The major 

emission source for this operation involves loading and unloading; however, 

the accident rate is less than that of surface transportation mode. As 

with truck loading, increased emission controls are being initiated for 

ship and barge loading which will significantly decrease evaporative 

emissions by the time the synfuels industry is developed. Improvements are 

also being made to reduce spil ls of petrochemical products into waterways. 

Reduction of accidental ,spills. and prevention of intentional releases are 
currently under regulation by the Coast Guard and EPA. 

In addition to transportation and handling, the storage of synfuel 

products and by-products may pose potential environmental problems. These 

problems may occur primarily with refined shale oil and coal liquids. As 

with other petroleum products they wil l  be stored at bulk storage terminals 

until used. By 1992, a to ta l  of 1.4 MMBPD of synthetic liquids wil l  be 

produced under the National Goal Scenario, and ranging up to 1.7 MMBPD 

under the accelerated rate scenario. Exposures to these products at the 

terminals may occur during the loading and unloading operatiohs, as well as 

breathing losses from the tanks during product storage. The potential for 
exposure depends upon the vo la t i l i t y  of the products and the frequency of 

loading operations. Since storage fac i l i t ies  are-located at refineries 

u t i l i t y  and industrial plants, airports and numerous other facil it ies,.• 

exposure potential is significant. Concern over the uncertainties of the 

constituents of sJrnfuels may lead to storage procedures for these products 

that are more r igid, and new storage vessels or containers for liquids may 

be required under stringent specifications. • Some emissions may also occur 
from low-level leakage. • 

AS with other major control requirements for •loading and unloading 

petroleum products, vapor recovery techniques for  bulk storage facil i t ies 

are being improved, primarily by the use of floating roof tanks. Synfuels 

such as SRC I I  liquids have vapor pressures similar to No. 6 fuel oil which 

has very low evaporative emissions and working losses compared to gasoline. 

Fugitive emissions of synfuels wil l  always be present as they are with 
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other petroleum products. However, there will be new control systems 
developed and emissions will be reduced over the next several years through 
improvements in emissions control.prdcedures in transportation, handling 
and storage operations. Only after.~thorough, toxicity testing of synfuel 
products and by-products can an assessmentbe made of whether-synfuels 
transportation, handling and storage will pose environmental, health, and 
safety problems greater than those experienced in the-petroleum refining 
and chemical manufacturing industries. 

i 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL TECHNOLOGY NEEDED FOR SYNFUELS UTILIZATION 

The ut i l izat ion of synfuels products and by-products wil l  require 

improvements in existing environmental control technology and the 

development of new technologies. In order to assess the control technology 

requirements, i t  is necessary to f i r s t  understand the hazards associated 

with synfuel ut i l izat ion, This may be accomplished by determining the 

constituents of synfuels products and by-products, their transformation 
upon use, and ultimate fate in the environment. These data in turn must be 

tied closely to the product buildup rate described in each of the scenarios 
since these impact the types of products produced and their rate of 

penetration into the market, Once these factors are understood,, tiien 

control technology options may be evaluated, This cycle must be completed 

within the next 10 years-in order for EPA to meet the synfuels challenge. 

EXISTiNE DATA REGARDING HAZARDS OF SYNFUEL PRODUCTS IS SPARSE 

At the current time there is a lack of suff ic ient data available to 
properly assess the potential risks associated with the ut i l izat ion of 

synfuel products and by-products~ The development of these data wil l  

require significant efforts on the. part of the. government, industry and the 

academic cm-~unity to generate sound, reliable information to assure 

minimum risks I;o the health and welfare of the nation as synfuels-are 

introduced into the market~ This sYnfuels data base must contain not only 

accurate and representative, information about the physical ProI~erties, 

chemical composition and biological activit ies of synfuels, but must also 
contain equally comprehensive data on the end uses of-i:fie pro~[uc~c-s - and by- 
products. 

The DOE. and EPA are presently conducting significant research efforts 

on synfuels product characterization. The results of some of the shale oil 

and coal l iquid products are becoming available. An example of the prelim- 
inary analysis of these two products compared with petroleum crude is 

presented i n Table 12. There are some similarit ies in the diaromatic 

content between shale oil and petroleum crude, with coal liquids having the 

h~ghest content. This factor may be significant i f  a spi l l  of these 
products occurred, as impacts on water pollution would be less than frc~ 

coal liquids. A comparison betymen coal and petroleum derived gasolines is 
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Table 12. Diaromatic Content of Synthetic Crudes and 
Crude Oils 

Consti tuent 

Naphthalene 

2-Methylnaphthalene 

l-Methylnaphthalene 

Biphenyl 

2,"6-Dimethylnaphthalene 

I, 3/1, 6-Oimethylnaphthalene 

2,3-Oimethylnaphthalene 

l, 5-Dimethylnaphthalene: 

l ,  2-Oimethylna#hthalene 

Acenaphthalene 

Acenaphthene 

TOTAL 

o 

-Concentrationl~ m~l~ 
Typical 
Shale Coal Petroleum 
O i l  S~ncrude Crude 

" 1.39 -1__68- -0";87-" 

0.91 3.47 l .04 

0.68 

0,06 

1 .ll 0.75 

0.44 T 

O.lO 0.81 0.08 

1.63; 3. Ol 1.48 

0.28 1.53 0.51 

0.03 

0.]9 

0.26 

5.23 

0.67 

0;23 

2.19 

0 . 3 0 "  

15.4 

0.08 

0.31 

0.30 

ND 

T 

5.42 

i 

Source: 

1 T  = trace,  ND = not detected 
i i i  

Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

o 
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presented in Table 13, indicating significant variations in aromatics and 
unidentified compounds, Due to the high aromatic content of the coal- 

derived gasoline, potential adverse health effects may occur from 

widespread use of this fuel in automotive applications. Some of the 

synfuels products and by-products may be classified as toxic chemicals 
under the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA). 

Preliminary health effects studies have indicated that coal liquids 
have industrial tox ic i ty  ratings similar to those of benzoic acid, 

phosphoric acid, sodium tartrate, and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB). 
Coal liquids have also been found to be less. toxic than pesticides such as 

dieldrin and chlordane, and more toxic than crude petroleum and shale o i l .  
Historical epidEmiological and animal studies have established that coal 

tars and pitches from coal coking, gasification, and combustion possess a 

carcinogenic nature, Although these studies are not all directly 

comparable, i t  wouTd appear that some high-boiling point products from 
direct liquefaction processes or from coal pyrolytic processes may possess 

a high degree of carcinogenicity. 

I t  is apparent that although work has started in the right direction 
to assess synf.uels hazards, much work s t i l l  needs to be conducted. As the 

physical, chemical and biological results are analyzed, and potential risks 
evaluated, decisions can start to be made as to the various pollution 

control technologies that can be most effectively applied in the 
ut i l izat ion of synfuels.. 
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Table 13. Major ChemlcalComponentClasses• of 
Petroleum and. Coal-Derived Gasoline 

CHEMICAL GROUP 

T o t a l  Saturates 

Total Alkenes..- 

.Total AromatiCs 

Tota] Unidentified 

GASOLINE 

] coal-o  i  d 2 

5 6 . 3 8  - 6 8 . 6 8  

5 , 0 0 -  7.69. 
2 4 . 3 2  - 32 .91  

0 - 3.02 • 

20.1- 68,5 

0 

34:2o --75.6~ 

o - 1.2.~ 

IDat~ are from. Sanders and Maynard (1968) and Run ion (1975)H 
The range of numbers are for ' different grades of gasoline 
of low, medium,,or high octane. 

2Data are from ERR! (1978). The rangeof numbers correspond 
to different amount Of hydroprocessing. Increased.hydro- 
processing results in fuel with a lower aromatic, content. 

• . . . . . . . . . . . .  o . 
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PRODUCT BUILDUP RATES WILL DETERMINE MAGNITUDE OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 

Once the hazards of synfuels products and byproducts are knovm, their 

relative impacts on the environment will depend upon the product buildup 
rate and market penetration as described for each of the scenarios. All 

media, air, water and land, must be considered. 

Air pollution impacts will occur primarily from the combustion of 

synfuels in stationary and mobile sources, with some impacts from fugitive 
emissions occurring during transportation, storage, and handling 

operations. Under the National Goal Scenario, coal liquids and shale oil 

products will contribute the greatest percentage of products. A level of, 

I .¢ I~MBPD o#- these fuels wil l be produced in 1992 and continue through 

2000. Coal liquids will most l ikely be used in all sectors of the market 

including uti I i t ies,  transportati on, industrial, and commercial. As most 

of the products wil l  be used in stationary sources, the air pollution 

impacts are expected to be less than from shale oil products, all of which 

will be used by transportation sources. The individual-mobile sources do 

not lend themselves to as effective emission controlsoas centralized 

stationary sources. Due to the moderate amount of petroleum product use 

that is expected to be replaced by synthetic Tiquids,. the air pollution 

impacts are expected to be moderate. 

Under the nominal rate scenario (Scenario 2.), only 0.5 MMBPD of liquid 

fuels will be produced in 1992, and the 1.4 MMBPD level will not be reached 

until 1998. This will provide relatively lower air pollution impacts from 

liquids combustion than the National Goal Scenario. The use of low- and 

medium-Btu gas is projected to be higher under scenario 2 than scenario I ,  
although air pollution impacts are not considered to be significant since 

these products will most likely be used for in'plant and feedstock 

applications,~ 

The greatest relative impact would occur under the accelerated rate 
scenario, as the quantities, of each product are higher than for each of the 

other two scenarios. By 1992, shale oil and coal liquids production reach 
a level of 1..8 MMBPD and as much as 3.5 MMBPD by 2000. Shale oil in this 

period is in excess of 0.9 MMBPD, all of which is used in transportation 

sources. As shale oil products .can be used v.irtually anywhere in the U.S., 
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there is. very l i t t l e  of the population that may not.be exposed to the 
combustion products. I f  the majority of the products are used by the 
military sector, the geographic area of use may be better defined; 
Significant market penetration under this scenario wil l  ~also bemadeby SNG 

which may be •used in all sectors with the exception of transportation. As 
this product has widespread application, its composition must be accurately 
defined to determine i f  combustionwill produce air pollution impacts 
different from use of natural gas: 

Water pollution wil l  occur primarily from spills~associated with the 
transportation of  synthetic liquids, As the production of these is 

greatest under the accelerated rate scenario,., i t  provides the greatest 
poi!ential for these • impacts, The crude, and refined shale. Oils,. as well as 

coal l iquids wi l l  be transported over long distances by pipelines, and then 

to the markets by various modes of transportation, The loading• of tankers 

and barges, and transportation of the products by watel-waYs provides a 
moderate degre~ of spil l potential;, 

Solid wastes w i l l  be generated primarily by .the pollution control 
systems, used during synfuels u t i l i za t i on ,  These systems w i l l  be limited to 
stationarysource appli'cations .where. the coal l.iquids.and gases are used in 
ut i l i t ies and. lot-industrial processes, . As the quanti t iesof solid wastes 
produced wil l  be dependent on the amount of these fuels used, i t  wil l have 

the greatest impact under the accelerated rate scenario,. Oil Shale 
products wil l not Contribute. to these impacts since theylwill be used in 
l'ransportation sources, By 1992 under this .scenario, coal-derived. fuels 

wil l  be produced at a Teve7 o$" 1.8 MMBPD ~d  ¢,I MMBPD by 2000, TIie- 

• majority ofthese"products, wil l  be used in stationary sources with emi-ssion 
control .systems producing sol id:•wastes. Under scenario 2, only 1,7 MMBPD 
.of coal-derived fuels wil l  be produced by 2000, and 1.8 MMBPD under the 

National .Goal Scenario. As another example of the need to determine 
synfuel c~position, thesolid wastes.generated by control systems may 

contain toxic or hazardous components which upon disposal/may leach into 

groundwaters at waste disposal sites, 
, . . . , 

• On the basis of ihe information presented, significant data need to be 
developed to assess control •technology options. The Opt.imal method of • 
• control, i f  achievable,"would be to upgrade the products to remove as much 
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of the pollutant source content as possible rather than rely on downstream 
pollution controls. This would have significant benefits on pollution 

impacts that may occur prior to product ut i l izat ion. As an example, 
fugitive emissions into the atmosphere, or spi l ls into waterways vmuld n~t 

be expected to be severe i f  the majority'of pollutants were removed during 

the manufacture of the product. 

Once the products are ready for combustion, emission controls wi l l  be 
necessary i f  product upgrading is unsuccessful. Recent small-scale tests 

of synfuels combustion have provided encouraging results from an 
environmental perspective. SevermT combustion tests of SRC liquids ar~ 

solids, EDS and H-Coal l iquids, shale o i l ,  and = coal derived gases have been 
conductc~. For test purposes, s~me of the cmnbustfon devices were not 

equipped with high-efficiency pollution control devices. Once the products 
are used in comerce, Best Available Control Technology (BACT) wil l  be 

required. 

EPA is currently proceeding to develop Pollution Control Guidance 

Documents for  all of the synfuel technologies that are being considerc-d 

under the three scenarios. The purpose of these documents is to foster the 
development of acceptab?e synfuels technologies with a minimum of 

regulatory delays~ A similar serie~ of documents may be prepared for the 
ut i l izat ion of the products from these technologies. 
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SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES FOR SYNFUELS UTILIZATION 
f • • 

m Although a fe,~ synfuels products have been included in the toxic 
substances inventory, most synfuels,may be designated as new 
productsunder TSCA. EPA will have to identify potential risks 
associated with the transport and use of synfuels products and 

by-products, as well as ~heir end. uses. Risk and exposure concerr~ 
depend on the market infrastructure and l ikely end use of the 
variety of products that will result. Mor.e diverse end uses and 
methods of handling, storage,, and distribution wil l  increase the 
exposure potential. 

® In addition to. TSCA, stipulations of.the Clean Air Act wil l also 
impact the synfuels market,. Atmospheric emissions from fugitive 
sources are potentCally-.an environmental concern,as well as end- 
use combustion emissfons, These emissions must,be cha~'acteri±ed so 
that BACT determinations can be made, Similarities and differences 
with related petroleum products need to.be evaluated, 

m, Potentia.l atmospheric emiss~ions are much more diverse than the 
limited, set of criteria pollutants which constitute.the majority of 
air pollution concernstoday.. A-critical issue, is noi: so much that 
hydrocarbonsmay be an emission, but ratheran assessment is needed 
of the kinds • of  other organic emissions and the-associated risks. 

m. The potential of accidental spil ls in the transport and storage of 
synfuels products and by-products i s  one of the most cr i t ical 
concerns for protection of groundwater- quality. and dependent 
drinking wai:er sources, as stipulated by the~Clean Water Act, 
Additional contamination of receiving waters could becaused By 
area washdown and stormwaterrunoff at fac i l i t ies where m.inor 
leakage occurs, 

m RCRA requirements wil l include an integrated solid ancl hazardous 
waste management program. •Waste oils, storage tank sludges, 
disposable materials (seals, packing, etc.), and ash residues can 
all be anticipated from synfuels usage, in addition to waste 

• by-products, 

m There i s a  high probability that synfuels.will be blended with 
• . petroleum products, either asrefinery and pei~rochemical feeds or 

as products at end-use locations. • EPA..w$].4.-:~hav.e.-.~jud_ge the 
appl icabil i ty of exi sting regulations covering petroleum product 
transport and use whenthe product.characterizations are relate'd--to 
blend ratios,. Furthermore, synfuels materials that wil l be used as 

• .:.. chemical feedstocks wi I l .  requi re. environmentai assessments 
regarding their physical, chemical, and biological .acceptability. 

• .The eventual complexity and diversity of the sYnfuels market• 
• infrastructure will represent a challenge to traditional 
environmental monitoring-and inspection procedures, as well as 
control technology assessment. 
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e Some of the control approaches wil l  be equipment and operations 
oriented, h i s  characteristic wil l  require a close EPA interface 
with other regulatory agencies (such as DOT, ICC, and Coast Guard) 
regarding transportation operations which are both safe and 
environmental ly acceptable. 

i The feasibi l i ty of segregating the handling and end-use of 
potentially hazardous synfuels wil l  certainly have to be evaluated. 
Proper assessment of environmental risks from synfuels product 
end-use wil l  be needed to establish exposure estimates. 

PERMITTING AND PROGRESS 

EPA's regulatory role in an emerging synfuels market wil l  involve 

permitting for the Droduction, storage, transportation, and end use of the 

products. Permitting procedures wil l  have to be streamlined to eliminate 
unnecessary delays in the long-range national goal of reducing petroleum 

imports. TSCA requirements wil l  be particularly cr i t ical  in this emerging 
industry. Plans have been announced by some industries to begin 

construction of plants to supply SNG and chemical feedstocks. Synfuels 
projects scheduled for the mid-1980s include shale oil development in 

Colorado and Utah, and the SRC I I  demonstration plant in West Virginia. 

With typical engineering and design efforts requiring 2 years, and 

construction another 2 to 3 years, i t  is essential that all permitting be 
complete within 1 year to keep these cr i t ical  developments on schedule. 
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